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Merry Madness and the wise choice
The first boot heel dropped at last fall's East Merry
Madness.
More than 100 students were arrested. And a rift between town and gown ensued that has resulted in the
tension that has filled Bowling Green, leading up to this
upcoming weekend's festivities.
And to be sure, the other boot heel will drop this
weekend.
So that leaves you as a student with several options.
The first is to go to the party, be reckless and get arrested. The second is not 10 attend at all and be safe.
The third and the one which The BG News endorses
is to party smart.
Attend the party and follow the guidelines which
have been laid out in this week's paper.
•If you are underage and are caught drinking, you
will be arrested. There are no ifs, ands or buts to this
point.
•If you allow your apartment doors to remain open,
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Inside
Be merry, bewarel

This weekend is East
Merry Madness and Frazee
Frenzy. The News has put
together a series of articles
on what students' rights
are. The stories feature the
rights of hosts and guests.
Also, other universities
have had similar problems
with large block parties,
which The News also explores.
►• See pages 3 and 5.

Campus
Left and right meat:

College Democrats and
College Republicans are coXnsoring happy hours at
rk's Pizza Pub, tonight 5
to 9.
The event is an opportunity for the campus left and
right to meet informally and
become better acquainted.
Students interested in
either group are encouraged to attend.
The cost is $1 and special
drink prices will be featured.

Nation
Prostate progress:

A simple, $50 blood test is
the best way to check for
prostate cancer, the second
biggest cancer killer among
American men, a Boston
study concludes.
Until now. doctors have
relied largely on rectal
exams to screen men for
prostate cancer. However,
about two-thirds of cases
have spread to other parts
of the body before they are
found.
"It's very conceivable
that using this test, the statistics in prostate cancer
could be dramatically
altered," said Or. William
Catalona. "Instead of seven
out of 10 cases of cancer being advanced at the time of
diagnosis, we could flip-flop
that, and seven out of 10
could be early stage."

Weather
Warm and sunny:

Today, sunny ana warmer
with the high in the mid 60s.
Light
southeast
winds.
Tonight,
clear. Low
in the
lower 40s.
Friday,
increasing
cloudiness
with a
slight
chance of rain late in the
day. High in the lower 70s.
Chance of rain 30 percent.
compiled from local and
wire reports

It has been a long semester. We have
earned the right to party. Students have
never, however, earned the right to
damage property or endanger others.
letting a free flow of people in and out of your party,
don't l>e surprised if a police officer or liquor agent
taps you on your shoulder, with a few questions.
•If you use abusive language toward a police officer,
don't be surprised if the officer responds with a citation.
These are the realities that exist this weekend. You
don't have to agree with them, and we at The News
don't agree with all of them. But the fact remains — if
you make yourself vulnerable to the forces that be, you
will answer to them.
So use your intellect. You have the right to party. But
because of the circumstances being what they are, you

will have to do this in a manner which doesn't result in
a destructive end to a good time.
No one said life was fair. And in this case it doesn't
seem to be very fair. Overzealous law enforcement can
border on the abusive, but by the same token, you as a
student should not be abusive as well.
There are times when one must take the high road.
And this is the time when we as students can demand
respect from those who do not necessarily deserve our
respect.
It has been a long semester. We have earned the
right to party. Students have never, however, earned
the right to damage property, or endanger others.
Relax, enjoy the weekend and the company of
friends (maybe even a nice cold beer!) Also, stop by
the Union to check out the party and have a free bite to
eat.
Let us enjoy this weekend and not allow the rift between town and gown to rain on good times.
The Editorial Board of The BG News

The BG News
Quality is crucial BG rallies against rape
in senate leaders Candlelight
vigil raises
awareness

by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer

Faculty Senate chairperson is a
thankless job.
Ann-Marie Lancaster believes
she had to resign and was blasted
by faculty senators in Friday's
"Faculty Frustrations" article.
Harold Lunde has had to pick up
the pieces and is charged with
representing the faculty in a severe budget crunch.
Chairperson-elect Leigh
Chiarelott must not be overwhelmed with anticipation.
But the senate chairperson,
along with the two other officers
and the Senate Executive Committee, is responsible for steering
the course tor Faculty Senate.
Most say the senate leadership
makes immeasurable differences
in the senate s effectiveness.
Part VII of "Faculty Frustrations" explores the leadership's
role in creating a better Faculty
Senate.
From a distance, being a Faculty Senate officer seems like an
easy job.
They get their own offices and a
reduced workload, all for listening to a group of academians debate about once a month.
But quality senate leadership is
a must if the senate is to be effective, senators say.
Faculty Senate's three main
difficulties explained in "Faculty
Frustrations — turning resolutions into University policy, imEiroving relations with adminisraiion and the Board of Trustees
and lengthy debate sessions — all
are the responsibility of senate
leadership.
"Much of what has occurred in
the senate is related to who hapKns to be the [chairperson] and
e makeup of the Senate Executive Committee," said Stuart

it-t V II

The Story Behind
Faculty Senate's Actions
Givens, a former senate chairperson.
The first area in which senate
leaders can make a difference is
in following resolutions once they
leave the senate floor.
Part in of "Faculty Frustrations" showed the difficulty Faculty Senate faces turning its resolutions into University policy.
This responsibility belongs to the
senate officers.
Senator Donald McQuarie said
fighting for senate resolutions is a
crucial part of a senate leader's
job.
"It's real important," he said.
"It's the leadership that has the
closest contact with other
groups."
Closely tied in with this is the
senate's relationship with the
administration and Board of
Trustees. Here is where senators
believe Lunde has succeeded.
"Right now, I think we're on
the upbeat side after a couple
years of ineffectiveness because
of personality conflicts," Givens
said.
University President Paul Olscamp also said Lunde has done
well dealing with administrators.
"I'm grateful to Hal Lunde for
taking over in a critical time and
taking us to a more typical
agenda," he said.
D See SENATE, page 7.

by Brenda Borman
staff writer

Approximately 50 University students and faculty
marched around campus
Wednesday night in an attempt to show support for
victims of the most underreported crime in the
United States, rape.
The program, organized
by the Social Work 326 class,
was appropriately entitled
"Taking Back the Night,"
and started with a presentation by two of the Prevention Center's STEP 1 peer
educators followed by the
candlelight march.
People attending the presentation came to a disturbing realization of just how
serious the crime of rape is,
when Stephanie Clapper
and Dan Foreman, the peer
educators who ran the presentation, instructed every
fourth female and every
10th male to stand up.
Those standing represented the statistical numbers that say one in every
four women and 1 in every
10 men are raped at some
time during their life.
Jennifer Earl, a senior
social work major, said,"I
think it's important to continue to reinforce this idea
because I don't think that
everyone thinks it's (rape)
still a problem.
"It's the reinforcement
that's going to educate people." she said.
fj See TAKE BACK, page 3.

Victims need health care
Pregnancy, STDs common problems after rape
by Amy Zltzelberger
science writer

The morning after the rape,
Tara Weber was sick. In the following weeks, she got much
sicker. She vomited constantly
and couldn't eat. She lost 30
pounds in five weeks and went
to the doctor's office eight
times.
The doctor began to suspect
cancer because she was not getting any better.
have sex."
"I was just waiting for
On Tara's eighth visit to the
someone to ask me what / doctor, her father was with her.
thought was wrong," she said. The doctor asked him to leave
"I had only talked to one friend the room.
about what had happened that
"As soon as my dad left the
night, and she said that that's
what happens when you have room, the doctor started hitting
casual sex. That's when it be- himself on the forehead and
gan to dawn on me. I didn't just said 'I'm so stupid. I'm so stu-

6id. I never asked you if you
(ought you were pregnant.'
"I told him what happened,
and he told me I'd been raped.
It felt so good to finally have
someone say that," Tara said.
The doctor ran a pregnancy
test and called Tara at home.
He had his wife ask for her so
her parents would not recognize
his voice.
Test results were positive.
The doctor gave Tara his
home phone number and made
her promise to have them call
after she told them.
"My mom was watching TV.
All I said was, 'I was raped, and
now I'm pregnant.'
"That was probably the first
night in two months I'd slept
more than two hours," she said.
"I slept in my parents' bed beD See BAM, page 7.

■o N«w«/Tim Norman
Greg Sorenson. o senior social work major, marches with about
50 students In the Taking Back the Night on Campus march
Wednesday night. Sorenson said rape "Is an obvious problem
on this campus and something needs to be done about II."

New editors announced
Jill Novak was named 77ie BG
News editor for summer and fall
by the Board of Student Publications Wednesday.
Novak — a junior public relations major — has worked at
the paper since her arrival at the
University three years ago. She
has served as the newspaper's
administration beat reporter,
human diversity beat reporter,
news editor and is the current
managing editor.
She said she plans to expand
77ie News' coverage.
"I want to cover more issues
and provide more in-depth stories, she said. "I would like to
improve accuracy and get both
sides on all stories."
The selection was close between Novak and BG News city
editor John Kohlstrand, said
Robert Bortel, the board's director.
"It was a tough choice, and I'd
like to see John come back and
run again," he said. "I think Jill
or John would make a fine editor."
The board also selected
Heather Maraczi as the 1992 edi-

tor of the yearbook. The Key.
Maraczi is a junior magazine
journalism major and a member
of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority.
Jennifer Taday, junior news-

Novak

Today

editorial major, was named the
editor for the greek newspaper,
The Gavel. Taday has been a reporter for the newspaper for two
years.
"I don't want The Gavel to
serve as a repeat of The BG News
," she said. "I'd like to see it
expand to greeks and non-greeks
and cover issues that affect
everybody."
Bob Davidson is the new editor
for Miscellany magazine. DaSee EDITORS, page 4.

LETTERS
Not all students
in support of
drinking parties

erties. The continued use of alcoholic beverages can destroy a
person physically, mentally and
emotionally. The first thing to go
with alcoholism is not the person's liver, it usually is the user's
family and friends.

Editor The News:
After reading the April 19,1991
article "Sober Thoughts" in The
News, I feel that it is necessary
to express my opinion. My concern arises out of the misconceptions the article is promoting. For
example, the article makes false
assumptions that all students are
in favor of a drinking party at
East Merry and Frazee. Also, in
the article there is the misconception that beer drinking is a
helpful means to reduce stress.
Furthermore, the article implies
that beer drinking is a harmless
activity. I would, however, like to
refute these false conceptions. I
feel that all students are not in
favor of this beer drinking party
at East Merry and Frazee. It is
also my opinion, along with others, that alcohol is not a useful
method to reduce stress, nor is
beer drinking to the point of intoxication a harmless activity.

To further illustrate the point
that alcohol and drunken parties
are not harmless as the article
"Sober Thoughts" seems to assert, here are some statistics that
will add to the truth, instead of
"Sober Thoughts," false ideas.
First of all, alcohol is related to
over 40 percent of automobile
fatalities. Alcohol is also a factor
in 40 percent of all suicides
among 18-25 year olds. Another
seemingly hard-to-believe fact is
that over two-thirds of all drownings are alcohol related. These
statistics do not support the contention that beer drinking is a
harmless activity.

I have a very personal reason
for my views on beer drinking
Krties. Three people that have
en a part of my fife have committed suicide because alcohol
was destroying their lives. Also, a
close friend died from a heart attack —the result of alcoholism.
In view of the fact that I am All of this because of what is
against a drunken party, the idea sometimes called a harmless
When a person says that
that all students are for this drink.
hasn't happened to them, add
drunken event is a misconcep- this
tion. Travis and Geringer may the word "yet.
want to reword their statement
Donlliff,
that it is a disgrace that people
sophomore
are out of touch with the 17,000
students at BGSU. I feel it should
read instead that "It's a disgrace
that some of the 17,000 students at
BG are our of touch with the
community." Some students
wonder why there isn't any respect for the college student at
Editor The News:
BG. However, after the residents
I feel it necessary to respond to
of the city of BG see, read, and
hear a few students promoting the arrest of three residents of the
drunken parties, I can under- house at 317 N. Summit and one of
stand the concerns of these indi- their guests for disorderly convidual residents. In addition, edi- duct on Saturday, April 13.
torials abusing concerned and
While the incidents of the arrest
dedicated police officers, as the
aritcle "Sober Thoughts" does, may be unfortunate, we must not
will not help to bring city and the overlook the track record of these
University closer together in any students and their guests. In the
matters that are of benefit to all seven years that my wife and I
have lived in the neighborhood,
of us.
we have had relatively few disAnother of my concerns is that turbances from other college stufalse idea that some students dents until they moved in across
may have in regard to the notion the street.
that alcohol is a helpful means of
We have sacrificed considerareducing stress. On the contrary,
alcohol is in itself a stressor. Al- ble sleep due to their frolicking
during
the past 22 months —
cohol is a drug — a depressant, an
irritant and anesthetic. These are mostly between midnight and 3
just a few of this drug's prop-

Teodosio neighbor
defends complaint

One incident I remember well
occurred when the guys came
home from the bars during the
summer of 1989. Their speakers
were in their open windows, facing our house, after an afternoon
of sunning themselves on the
porch roof. When they hit the
power and cranked up the volume, we felt as if we had been hit
by a nuclear blast.
One night, I was awakened by
crashing sounds coming from
within their house. The following
day I saw broken furniture being
tossed onto their trash-laden
porch. Later, I visited them to
express my displeasure with the
preceeding night's behavior.
While visiting, I watched Alex
Teodosio repairing a hole in the
wall caused by thrown furniture.
Yet on another occasion, at 3
a.m., I witnessed the guys tossing
an empty beer keg in their lawn
and onto the street and finally
into a parked car.
After many individual discussions with the tenants of this
house, several families from our
block met with all of them to discuss the problems. Only a shortterm benefit resulted from that
discussion.
When the problems resurfaced,
we sent a letter to the landlord.
Dr. John Archer, addressing the
situation. We received no response from the landlord.
Upon our request, Bowling
Green's chief of police, Galen
Ash, convened a meeting at the
police station where all concerned could discuss the problem. The meeting never occurred
due to schedule conflicts. We
thank him for his efforts, which
are not a normal part of his job.
The police have responded time
after tune to problems at 317 N.
Summit. In each case the residents were warned, but never arrested. Recently, I called because
I heard "jungle" calls. The police
came, warned the guys, and as
they were driving away I witnessed them making light of the
entire situation and started making the noises again.
Now, these same guys are upset that they weren't treated well
by the Bowling Green police Saturday.
In closing, I want to state that
our quality of life has been less
than ideal due to the actions of
these students. I feel that these
students need to feel responsible
for their actions instead of turning the city's attention solely
toward the details of their arrest.
Jan Bell
318 N. Summit

Truth on both sides of tracks;
divisiveness a loss to the town
I've walked the railroad tracks
that are strung like twin steel
borders through this town. On one
side are the academic towers of
the University. On the other side
are the town's neighborhoods.
And Bowling Green is on both
sides. The Tracks that run
through the town symbolize a divisiveness that is sadly pathetic.
I've lived in this town for two
years. I've fallen in love and had
my heart broken here. I've met
friends that will be with me the
rest of my days. I've walked the
edges of madness and felt the joy
of ecstacy. My intellect has been
assaulted and I've redefined
many of my stances, philosophies
and beliefs.
I've hated this town with a
depth of rage, as well as been so
intoxicatedly in love with it that
sometimes I walk the railroad
tracks, possessed by such a paradox.
I think that I understand both
sides of this town.
I know what a tag "Townie" is.
And how residents feel about this
label.
The arrogance of young college
students sometimes blinds them
to the insensitivity of their acts.
This is understandable as well.
But what is brewing over this
weekend is a sad statement of
what happens when people nail
their ears shut and board up their
hearts.
There are two undercurrents
running in this town.
One is characterized by residents of Bowling Green who have
settled here to carve something
out of their lives and raise families.
The other is characterized by
students who, free for the first
time in their lives, revel in the
joyous abandon of independence.
And because words don't come
easy, each side reacts toward the
other's actions.
And this, simply put, is what
will be played out this weekend.

We live in a time of uncertainty.
Our leaders, in a pretense of
strength and conviction, make
stands which are desperate and
foolhardy.
Our people, to maintain a sense
of calm and serenity, intoxicate
themselves with a faithlessness
that numbs and slowly kills the
spirit.

Word Up
by
Chuck
Travis

age, the stomach of the nation
sagged.
And at the end of the 12 rounds,
George stood, beaten but not
broken.
Although the score-cards didn't
show it, George won a fundamental victory.
That in spite of loss, one could
achieve a sense of self respect,
dignity and worthiness.
That conflict did not have to
end in the ashes of ruin, but could
end with a sense of serenity and
reclamation of the spirit.
I fear however, that the loss
which could happen this weekend
won't be so prolific or dignified.
Battle lines have been drawn
and on each sides flags are flying.
One flag is emblazoned with a
night stick and a pair of hand-

columnist
The resulting psycho-dramas of
these actions are played out from
sea to shining sea.
And they split our country from
seam to seam. Read a newspaper
for details.
Last Friday, the nation
watched George Foreman fight
Evander Holyfield. Everybody
seemed to be pulling for 01' Man
George.
George put up a good fight.
It seemed the nation was pulling for 01' George because it was
trying to reclaim a faith in the
older generation in this country.
Something which Vietnam eradicated, and the Gulf War tried to
impotently re-establish.
Every time George's leather
connected with Holyfield's flesh,
a cry of reclamation escaped
from the soul-throat of the nation.
Every time George took a volley of Holyfield's punches, which
would have felled a man half his

And the other flag is emblazoned with a keg of beer.
The battlefield is East Merry,
where the forces of control and
the forces fighting for the right to
party will converge.
After the rivers of beer have
flown, after the stereos have
blared the battle calls, after the
police lights explode and handcuffs have secured control and
the maddening crowds have scattered out into the intoxicating
night, will there be any change of
spirit, attitude, or love in this
town?
One can look at the railroad
tracks running through this town
and ponder these sentiments.
And one can only wonder if
there was a better way for both
sides to handle this.
Or perhaps there wasn't, only
time will tell.
Chuck Travis is Editorial Coordinator /orThe News.

LETTERS
'Lumberjack U.' Obsidian claims
angers students, of black genetic
environmentalists superiority racist
Editor The News:
We would like to commend the
University for its foresight and
environmental concern. Many of
the students of Kreischer Quadrangle were angered recently
when several fully-grown pine
trees were cut down for the additions to the Fine Arts Building.
Surely there could have been
other alternatives to save the
trees — especially since last week
we celebrated Earth Week. Were
they too large to move or was it
just too inconvenient? The University has been publicizing its
innovative Space Bridge regarding global warming, however by
cutting these trees down the University is guilty of contributing to
that very problem. There are too
few trees on this campus as it is I
Even more infuriating is the
recent addition of an asphalt path
to replace those sidewalks fenced
off at the construction site. It is a
waste of time, money and asphalt. Why didn't the University
wait three weeks to avoid the
traffic and save the grass?
The University has to realize
that their actions have an important impact on the environment.
Even the smallest conservation
effort helps to maintain the quality of our environment. Please
keep this in mind as you continue
expanding — with the new intramural building and upcoming
renovations.
Jill R. Sonuner,
Steve Francouer,
Darrow Hall

Respond
The BG News
editorial page is your
campus forum.
Letters to the editor
should be a
maximum of 200
words in length and
should be
typewritten,
double-spaced, and
signed.
The BG News
reserves the right to
reject any material
that is offensive,
malicious or
libelous. All
submissions are
subject to
condensation.
Please address ail
submissions to:
Editorial Editor
210 West Hall

Editor The News:
What would happen if an article
in The BG News stated the existence of white "superiority in the
areas of mental development,
neurological functioning and psychomotor development? It
would, and should, cause an
uproar. But in its April 22nd issue, the Obsidian (a paper catering to African-American students) stated black superiority in
those same areas! What's going
on here? Is any one race of humans better than another? I think
not.
"Melanin (the pigment in our
skin) is a dominant component
and we know the significance of
dominant genes as opposed to
recessive genes. It is basic bioloS. For instance, we know that
?wn eyes are dominants, blue
eves recessive. Remember, the
dominant will eventually overgjwer the recessive. IT'S BASIC
IOLOGY."
Does anybody find fault in the
above passage? Jimmy "the
Greek," anyone?
We've been told that we are all
equal. Skin color is not a means
by which to judge a person. In the
eyes of our malcer, aren't we all
brothers and sisters? This is what
I believe, but apparently the
writers of the Obsidian do not feel
this way. I'm sorry, but I don't
see any race being superior to
any other.

I realize that I will probably be
labelled as a bigot for criticizing
anything that Obsidian puts out. I
don't question whether or not we
live in an unequal society (being
Chinese, I too have seen my share
of racial discrimination), we obviously do . But if racial equality
and harmony are the Obsidian s
goals, I question if this is the way.
PerrinSah,
junior

The News sometimes
forgets the obvious
Editor The News:
I like your award-winning
newspaper and you have some
admirable features that require
research, analyis and in-depth
reporting, like "Faculty Frustrations: The Story Behind Faculty
Senate's Actions."
But I noticed on April 18, 1991
that nowhere was it mentioned
that Steve Allen, the comedian,
was going to be part of the ReadA-Thon. I also notice that no mention was made of the Read-AThon at all. It is a national week.
President Bush read to some kids
last week.
In short, The News is supposed
to trigger for us what is happening on campus each day. The
Read-A-Thon was Thursday.
Steve Allen, originator of the Tonight Show and the David Letterman of the 1960s, donator to
the Popular Culture Library, who
was honored with a degree that
night, was not mentioned in your
paper Thursday.
Sometimes in our efforts to be
excellent, we overlook the obvious, easy things.
Rich Breiner,
IPCO instructor
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Your partying rights' and wrongs
Guests warned against
alcohol in public places

from parties should carry their
cups upside down to let officers
know they are not carrying alcohol in a public place, he said.
Many students and out-of-town
Party-goers should also reresidents attending this week- member police officers may be
end's annual block parties need to videotaping the event.
What wul be videotaped defollow the same rules as hosts to
avoid high occurrences of post- pends on the discretion of the
officer, said Bowling Green
party court dates.
One aspect guests need to be Police Chief Galen Ash.
The officers may be videotapconcerned with is the possibility
of receiving a citation for pos- ing everything, nothing or varsessing an open container in a ious parts of the party, Ash said.
The reason for videotaping the
public place, said Greg Bakies,
director of Student Legal Ser- events is not necessarily to check
on students or police officers, but
vices.
Public places are defined as rather a way to clear up argustreets, sidewalks and sometimes ments which may arise later, Baparking lots; however, balconies, kies said.
stairs and apartments are conFor example, at last semester's
sidered private places, he said.
party, numerous court disIf a student of legal age is agreements centered on whether
drinking in an apartment or on a doors were open or closed and the
balcony, an officer has no reason amount of incoming traffic.
Guests should also be aware of
to cite them; however, if the
same student is drinking on the the landlord's rights.
street or sidewalk, he or she can
If the landlord does not want a
be cited for open container.
large crowd of people on his
Parking lots and front lawns property, he can legally tell peocan be considered either public or !ile to keep moving and disperse
private depending on the circum- rom the area, said Assistant
stances, Bakies said.
Chief of Police Captain Thomas
A front lawn would probably be Votava.
However, if guests do not adconsidered private property, but
the courts would have to decide if here to the landlord's request,
a parking lot is public or private, police officers usually warn them
to leave.
he said.
If the crowd still does not disTo avoid an open container citation, students walking to and perse, officers will probably start
by Lori Miller
staff writer

Protecting 'privacy9
key to avoiding court

In conjunction with this wookond't East Marry and Fraza* avanua block
partias Thm Nmws haa dacldod to Mat aoma raaponalbilltlaa of hoala and
guoata. Thla Information was providad by Student Lagal Sanrlcoa.
Raaponaibllltiaa of tha boat to hla or bar gueiii:
• The sale or distribution of alcohol to minors is illegal It is also illegal to
sell liquor without a permit or license.
• Discourage people from leaving your party with open containers of
alcohol
• Try to keep the party in the house Keep the windows and doors shut
• On a police officer's first visit, he or she has two options The officer
can either issue a warning (with cooperation from the host) or issue a
citation If the police are forced to make a second visit a citation is
usually inevitable.
• To prevent littering, place containers for empty glasses and bottles
Responsibilities of tha guest:
• When going to or coming from a party keep the conversation level to a
minimum.
• Do not consume alcohol while walking to or from a party. You can be
Issued a citation tor open container
• If you answer the phone while at a party, contact the person in charge It
it is a neighbor calling to complain and you hang up. the neighbor will
probably call the police
• Respect the property of the host and his or her neighbors Vandalism is
one of the biggest complaints.
• Do use the restroom at the party Do not use the great outdoors you
could be cited tor indecent exposure or disorderly conduct
• II the police ask you to leave the parry, do so immediately. Failure to do
so may result m a citation for yourself or the host of the party

by Lori Miller
staff writer

giving out citations for trespassing — at the request of the landlord, Votava said.
In this case "we're only acting
as the processor," he said. "Were not initiating the arrest."
There are only two cases where
police officers can disperse a
crowd on their own initative —
safety hazards and an unlawful
gathering, Votava said.
If there is a large number of
people on a balcony — which
creates a safety hazard — an officer can order people to leave the
area.
In another instance, if there is a
large crowd with visible occur-

rences of underage drinking, indecent exposure or other violations, an officer can order the
crowd to leave, Votava said.
If a guest does not know anyone
living in the apartments, they
cannot legally be there, Bakies
said.
Although most guests will be
walking to the block party, some
people from out of town will be
driving — which poses a problem
with parking availability.
Guests can only park in alloted
areas, Bakies said.
Legal parkins spaces only constitute a paved lot — not yards or
sidewalks, he said.

that much to them why should it
matter that much to me?"
Many rally-goers believed alcohol plays a key role. One student said freshmen and sophomores especially seem to use alcohol as a means to make them
feel comforicble and fit in.

and you do things you normally
wouldn't do," said one student.

TAKE BACK
: Continued from page 1.
In a role-playing exercise
where Clapper coerced a male
audience member to go back to
her apartment, the point was
made that a man or woman
should make it clear they are not

interested in the suggested sexual
activities.
If the potential victims' intentions are not emphasized, Clapper said the aggressor will think,
If their opinion doesn't matter

Jacqueline Daley, director ot
the Prevention Center, said there
has been a pattern showing
within the last three to four
months of rapes reported where
the victims woke up with the men
"Akohol lowers your inhibition on top of them.

Students hosting parties at East Merry and Frazee avenue this
weekend will have to follow the law carefully to avoid the same
confrontations which led to 104 arrests at last semester's block
parties. University student counsel predicts.
Student residents need to make sure they have an "expectation of privacy" when playing the host of a party, said Greg Bakies, director of Student Legal Services.
The expectation of privacy will be maintained if hosts keep
their doors closed and monitored, Bakies said. If an expectation
of privacy is present, police officers cannot enter the apartment
or house without a search warrant unless they are let in, he said.
If the door is open and "people are coming and going, police
[ officers ]can come and go also [ without a warrant ],' he said.
The expectation of privacy was an issue during the court cases
following last semester's arrests. Bowling Green Muncipial
Court Judge James Bachman ruled the consitutional rights of
four students were violated because police had entered a closed
apartment.
Bachman ruled in favor of the police division for the remaining court cases.
One way residents can maintain privacy is keeping the apartment door closed and monitored. However, a closed door will not
keep residents from being visited by the police, Bakies said.
If there is a constant flow of people going in or out of an apartment and no one is monitoring the closed door, the gathering
could be considered a public party — which means police do not
need a search warrant to investigate the scene, he said.
If a police officer knocks at the door and is allowed in, there is
a "notion of consent" present and the party is considered public
because the officer was not an invited guest, Bakies said.
"Just because the door is closed and they have to knock to enter," does not mean the party is private, he said.
Bakies suggests students only allow invited guests in their
apartments and check IDs at the door for the guests who will be
drinking.
Police officers can not violate a person's expectation of privacy unless they have acquired facts of violations occurring, Bakies said.
For example, officers can legally stand outside an apartment
and question guests as they leave to find out if there are
underage drinkers at the party.
If they have reason to believe persons under the age of 21 are
being served alcohol, they have probable cause to obtain a
search warrant for the particular apartment, he said.
When a police officer knocks at the door with a search warrant, the resident is required to give the officer their name — but
the resident does not have to answer any questions without their
attorney, Bakies said.
See PRIVACY, page 6
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TRY PHILOSOPHY
This Summer
INTRO TO PHIL

101

8:00-9:15

MTWRF

5/20-6/28

D. CALLEN

ETHICS
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1:00-2:35

MTWR

5/20-6/28

I. TAYLOR

LOGIC
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9:30-10:4S

MTWRF

S/20-6/28

M. ROBINS

PHIL OF DEVEL.
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MTWR
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PHIL OF DEATH
AND DYING
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Campus
USG to overhaul constitution Research ing job
Current document 'inconsistent and open to odd interpretation'
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

USG is overhauling its constitution — hoping to clear a haze of
confusion surrounding the
10-year-old document.
According to Jason Jackson,
USG constitution committee
chairperson, the ad hoc committee is proposing changes to
"make the constitution so the
average Joe in USG can look at it
and see what it means.''
He believes the document now
leaves too much room for senators and executives to manipulate
its wording, especially in questions of who has what powers.
Two major proposed amendments stem from confusion during the recent discrimination
hearing of USG President Kevin

Coughlin and LAGA President
David Steeves.
Jackson said one revision will
clearly give the Undergraduate
Student Government internal affairs committee the power to remove the president from office.
During the Coughlin/Steeves
dispute the USG General Assembly passed a resolution asking for
the resignation of Coughlin, but
Coughlin deemed the action unconstitutional and claimed only
the University president or Board
of Trustees could review his actions.
The constitutional change will
five the University president,
oard of Trustees and the internal affairs committee equal
power to review the actions of
"any officer, branch, or agency"
of USG, if it is approved by the
assembly.

Jackson said another proposed
change will prevent potentially
discriminatory senate appointments from happening in the first
place.
The amendment confirms the
USG president has the power to
make senate appointments, but
adds he must do so in an unbiased
manner, he said.
Several minor changes also are
planned, including clarification
of vague wording.
"We are changing the word 'petition' because it can be a noun or
a verb," Jackson said. "[The
constitution] says students can
petition USG for a redress of
grievances. However, it shouldn't
be necessary to get a 'petition' to
do some things.
"It will be changed from 'petition' to 'address' in places,' he
added.

Green briar Inc.

by Thomas J.L. Mcrker
writer

EDITORS
n Continued from page 1.
vidson, a junior magazine Journalism major, said he wants to
expand the magazine's production to twice per semester.

Summer & Fall Rentals
• Good Assortment of
rentals still available •

Davidson worked as a reporter
for the magazine this semester.

Stop in and check out
our special deals for
Summer & Fall 1991

352-0717
224 E. Wooster

Jackson said the constitution
committee has only proposed
changes to about 10 pages of the
30-page document and is now reviewing the remainder.
He expects further proposals to
be made at the beginning of next
semester and voted on in October
or early November.
Any planned revisions to the
constitution must be approved by
a three-fourths vote of the assembly.
Jackson said the constitution
was a well written document in
1981 when the Student Government Association became Undergraduate Student Government.
"It worked great to start off the
organization.
However, the constitution now
is too "inconsistent and open to
odd interpretations," he said.
"There is a joke that this constitution is like the Articles of
Confederation and we're writing
the Constitution," Jackson said.

Danny's Type Write
Typewriter

The campus minority newspaper The Obsidian will be coedited by Steve Gray and Danny
Gray in the fall. Steve Gray is a
sophomore creative writing
major and Danny Gray is a junior
English major.

Sales and Services
IBM Correcting
Selectrics Available
Featuring Student
Discounts
For Sales and Service Call

353-6692
or stop in our
1045 N. Main Location
Danny Cota... Technician
ribbons and supplies
available
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market the key
to employment
Seniors, the job outlook is not good.
In fact, graduates may be facing one of the leanest job markets since the days of double-digit unemployment.
And fewer Job openings mean increased competition for the
jobs advertised. Now, more than ever, it is essential for graduates seeking jobs to refine their Job-searching techniques in order to secure a desired position.
In the book. How To Get The 'L'Out Of Learning by D.E. Lussier, various approaches are outlined that can help graduates
land a job.
Lussier is a professional job search consultant and counselor
with more than a decade of experience in his field. In his book, he
compiled a list of "10 commandments" for job search success
valuable to job-seeking graduates.
Lussier said one of the main problems students looking for
jobs face is they tend to limit themselves to the help wanted ads
and do not know how to uncover the "hidden" job market.
Graduates must use the entire spectrum of job-searching
techniques, he wrote. Using the telephone and networking can
offer two of the strongest approaches.
Dave Hall, vice president of sales and marketing for the book,
said the initial contact may be the most important.
"You should always try to make your initial contact In person
if at all possible," Hall said, "and talk to the person responsible
for hiring—that person might not always be in personnel."
One of the most common mistakes students make is not doing
their research on the company before the interview.
"If you briefly research the market and the company before
the interview, you're already way ahead of the pack going in,
and the interviewer will know that," Hall said.
David Stanford, assistant director of the Cooperative Education Program, agreed students usually don't do enough research
before an interview.
"I have had average students get hired over people with much
higher GPA's simply because they took the time and did their
homework on the company," Stanford said.
"The graduate must remember that he or she is the product
that they are trying to sell. You must be able to define your positive points clearly and give examples of how you used them effectively in a given situation," Stanford said. "The Cooperative
Education Program can help students with their interviewing
and smooth out the rough edges."
Lussier also believes in the old Missouri proverb of "show me"
when it comes to interviews. He developed a method called
SPAR-ing to help the interviewee show the employer what he or
she has to offer.
SPAR is an acronym for situation, problem, action and result.
According to Lussier, the interviewee should present a situation
and its problem with which he or she was involved. He or she
should then show what action was taken and the positive result
that came from the action.
Lussier wrote it is a good idea to send a thank you note to the
company after the interview. This is respectful and at the same
time lets the company know that a job seeker is sincerely interested in working, he wrote.
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Athens sanctions
Halloween party
by Jacqueline Porter
staff writer

For the first time in 13 years,
the Athens City Council has sanctioned Ohio University's famous
takeover on Halloween weekend.
During May and June 1990, the
Athens City Council passed an
ordinance to officially close Court
Street, the area where the celebrations take place, said Bill
Bias, chairperson of the Clean
and Safe Halloween Committee.
"When the party didn't go
away, and you nave no choice if
it's going to happen, the question
is what are you going to do about
it to make it better," he said.
"When we knew we had this
problem, we tried other options
and different things — such as
parties within the [Ohio] University and the city fairgrounds," he
said. "But they never worked."
As a result of the sanctioning,
the event was more controlled
with more cooperation between
students and permanent residents, he said.
"Getting the president of the
Student Senate involved was
what made it such a large success," Bias said.
Ohio University's Student Senate President Eliott Ratzman
agreed with the councilperson
about the students' cooperation
with the event.
"By getting involved, it
strengthened the relationship between students and the city," he
said.
"The event became more like a

festival, with vendors, carts and
food." Bias said. "There was also
a bandstand constructed at the
end of the street."
Arrests also decreased by
one-third, he said.
The famous street takeover began in 1978, when it was sponsored by the university. However,
after two years, they terminated
the support because it became too
much responsibility.
However, the annual conquest
continued on Halloween between
the hours of 9 and 11 p.m. every
year, despite opposition from the
city administration and the
police.
For 10 years, city council tried
to pass an ordinance to officially
close Court Street, but each year
it was vetoed by the mayor for liability and safety reasons.
This past year in a 6-1 vote, the
sanction passed in the Athens
City Council.
Are you less liable if you pretend it's not going to happen even
if it has happened for 13 years?"
Bias said. Liability insurance is
always a problem, whether you
sanction it or whether you don't,
so you may as well help out.
"You're not going to tell students not to have a party or try to
have a good time," he added.
Athens Mayor Sara Hendricker
disagreed with Bias' reasoning,
saying although there was no difference in liability, the city would
still be better off by not sponsoring it.
Hendricker added the issue was
a matter of liability and safety.
"It might be more difficult to

Akron riot 'brews' party law

conrributing writer

Students in PEG 100 — Triathlon Training — will
push their physical limits in a mock triathlon Sunday.
The triathlon will consist of swimming half a
mile, biking 12.4 miles and running 3.1 miles. This
is the first time a mock triathlon has been offered
in conjunction with the class, according to Tami
Burks, instructor for the class and graduate student in exercise physiology.
The event is optional; however, most of the class
is participating.
Participating in a triathlon is pretty intimidating. I thought this would give them a chance to

The
Tanning
Center
20 visits for $40
10 visits for $25
5 visits for $15
1 free visit when
you purchase a
package at
regular price.
3 convenient locations:
143 W. Wooster
248 N. Main
993 S. Main
We honor local
competitors lower
advertised prices.

than 200 people to their party,
they need to secure an insurance
bond and arrange for city police
protection. The number of police
See related story page 8
required is proportionate to the
The city of Akron in response to number of expected people.
a block party resulting in a riot,
•The serving of alcohol to minhas passed an ordinance to con- ors is not permitted.
trol large parties.
• The permit needs to be signed
This ordinance was enacted to by the owner of the building
encourage responsibility and for where the party will occur.
those hosting the party to assume
"You can have a band, you can
financial coverage when having a have beer and you can have fun —
party, said Akron Councilperson you just have to be responsible,"
Rich Slanczka.
Slanczka said.
He said the ordinance was a
reaction to the riot in September,
"If everyone is good neighbors
which resulted in $15,000 of dam- and if you have people who are
age to land and a destroyed fire conscientious — you don't have as
truck.
many problems, Black said.
Akron Police Lt. Ron Black
Both Black and Slanczka said
said the ordinance has placed they hope the ordinance will be a
more stringent requirements in deterrent for future wrongdoing.
order to have a party.
"What we're trying to do is
"Time will tell whether this will
keep the peace because you're work," Black said. "But, the
not going to come to Akron and idea's good — we'll have to see if
find 30 guys in riot gear," he said. people cooperate.
"We've been a college town
forever," he said. "Last year was
"Ending up with a police reour first problem — we just want cord straight out of college is a
everything to be safer for every- real big deterrent for people
one.
"After all, part of being a college student is drinking beer and
having fun," he added.
Slanczka cited the ordinance
requirements in order to be permitted by council to have a party.
• If there are more than 100
people at party, a prospective
host must state in his application
the hours of the party, now many
people there will be and where it
is located.
• If hosts plan on inviting more
by Jacqueline Porter
staff writer

Know your rights
and be responsible
before you get
crushed.
defend the city," she said. "Actually closing the street increases
liability — it does not lessen it."
Bias disagreed, saying the closing of the street has occurred for
13 years and no one has filed a
lawsuit against the city.
"If a law suit does happen, I
think a reasonable court will see
that the city tried to make every
precaution to make things safe
and the case will not hold up in
court," he said.
"This is one of the biggest issues in our city every year," he
said.
Bias said city council never
considered the party would not
happen because Halloween
occurs every year.
"Hurricane Hugo is coming,"
he said. "Are we going to do
something about it or are we going to pretend it's not going to
happen this year again —although it's happened for 13
years?
"You can't stop it folks — you've got to learn to work with it or
suffer the consequences again,"
he said.

Triathlon class 'goes for the gold9
by Jennifer A. Tesso

Thursday, April 25, 1991

prove they could do it," Burks said.
At 2 p.m. in the Student Recreation Center, the
triathlon will start with the swim. After lapping
Cooper Pool 16 times, the students will head for the
bicycle racks behind the SRC.
The cyclers will head off campus via North College Drive, make a rectangle, re-enter on Mercer
Road, and end on Ridge Street.
Runners will finish the last third of the race by
circling the campus and stadium, finishing in front
of the SRC. The student who finishes first will
receive a trophy.
But students not finishing first will not be penalized, Burks said.
"Their grades won't be affected — this is a

breaking the law," Slanczka added.
A party fitting the ordinance
criteria while lacking a permit
will result in a fourth degree misdemeanor, Slanczka said.
If a report is made, plainclothed police officers will be sent
to the party equipped with videocameras to record the event, he
said.
Nothing will be done that evening; however, the next day subpoenas will be given to the hosts
of the illegal party to testify to the
evidence against them on videotape, he said.
If an individual's roommates
have a party and they are not at
home, they could still be held accountable if they cannot prove
they were not there, Slanczka
said.
"The burden of proof is on the
people not there, because when
something like that happens,
everyone all of a sudden is not
there," he said.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster
Next to Campus
NOW Leasing for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court
352-9638
Pagliais
945 S. Main
352-7571
Wed. Spaghetti $2.00
Thur. Lasagna $2.50
MediumT2~~"
I pizza with one item and a
Qt. of Soda
I
(specify thin or pan)
Only$6.00
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Th» following It a Nat of common citations and tholr raspocthw flnaa
and/ or priaon aantancaa. Thla Information waa provldad to Thm Nowa
by Studont Lagal Socvlcaa.
• Undoraga consumption. Anyone conauming alcohol undaraga is
gutty of a flrat degree misdemeanor. Maximum penalty is six months
In prison, a $1.000 fine or both
• Providing alcohol to an undoraga poraon. Anyone giving alcohol to
an underage person is guilty of a first degree misdemeanor The
maximum penalty is six months In prison, $1,000 fine or both.
• Fa/a* ID. Possession of a false 10 is an unclassified misdemeanor
The maximum penalty is six months In prison, $500 fine or both.
• Opon containor. The maximum penalty for carrying an open
container m a public place ia a $t00 fine Consuming alcohol in a
vehicle is a fourth degree misdemeanor with a maximum penalty of
30 days m prison or a $250 fine.
• Dlaordorty conduct Anyone cited for disorderly conduct while
intoxicated will receive a minor misdemeanor The maximum penalty
ia a $100 line

PRIVACY
D Continued from page 3.
Students should try being cooperative with the police, but if
they begin asking questions, do not incriminate yourself, he said.
A person always has their Fifth Amendment right, Bakies
said. "Just tell them you want your attorney present.
However, if a police officer does not have a warrant, a resident
can refuse to let nim or her in, he said.
Another item students should be concerned with is the possibility of police officers knowing prior to the party what apartments will have kegs.
Landlords have been known to supply the police with birthdates of tenants and their apartment numbers, Bakies said.
East Merry and Frazee avenue's apartment owner, Robert
Mauer, did not want to comment. However, Mauer did say
Bachman suggested he should use alternatives to last semester's parties which could help in assisting the police department.
If undercover cops are watching the area before the parties
begin and see people bringing a keg Into an apartment, they can
check the apartment number against the tenant's names to see if
they are of legal age, he said.
It some or all of the students are underage, the officers can obtain a search warrant to gain entrance in the apartment once the
party begins, Bakies said.
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AIDS home celebrates first year
Toledo haven provides patients with support, family-like atmosphere
by Kimbvrly Larson
contributing writer

April 29, 1990, was a historical day for
Toledoans.
This day marks when the first resident
moved into David's House Compassion —
Toledo's long-awaited home for people diagnosed with AIDS.
The home began as the direct result of the
efforts made by a young man named David
who had AIDS. In 1987, David returned to
Toledo, his hometown, and became highly
active in support groups for people with
AIDS.
David became aware many AIDS victims
were without a place to live. Most had lost
their jobs, had no income and were unable to
keep their homes or cars.
Many received absolutely no support from
their families or friends and could not live on
their own. These AIDS sufferers were in dire
need of a home.
David became involved in ACTNOW — the
AIDS Coalition of Northwest Ohio —and the
NOVA project, a direct care and support
group for people with AIDS.

He brought the need for AIDS victims'
housing to the attention of these two groups.
The community became more aware of
the situation, and ACTNOW proceeded to
conduct a study which would determine
whether Toledo actually needed a home for
AIDS victims.
The study proved David correct, and a
housing committee was formed to search for
and purchase a home. This committee became the original board of directors of David's House Compassion.
Today, David's House has been in operation for about one year, due largely to donations by NOVA and St. Vincent's Hospital,
funds from the city of Toledo, and grants
given by the Ohio Department of Health and
the Ohio Department of Development.
According to Beverly Nathan, board of directors president of David's House, the Ohio
Department of Health still is funding them,
but will decrease the amount each year.
The Ohio Department of Development
granted David's House $71,000 last year for
capital improvements to the house and a
$43,000 grant Monday, Nathan said.
Due to these contributions, David's House
can accomodate up to five residents at a

time.
"Unfortunately we can only house five
people and there are many more who need
housing," Nathan said.
A 29-year-old male resident of David's
House, who wished to remain anonymous,
was diagnosed with having AIDS in May
1990.
He moved into the home Feb. 2 when financial problems kept him from living at
home.
"I lost my job, my home and my car," he
said. "My sister heard about David's House
through Profile Magazine while she was
having a baby at Toledo Hospital, and
passed the information along to me."
The resident said he has a very positive attitude toward David's House and described
living there comparable to "a frat house."
"We come and go as we please, but we do
have to sign in for emergency purposes," he
said. "We have a family-like atmosphere
here. I have my own room and my own
Sihone. During the day everybody basically
ends for themselves, but we all eat dinner
together."
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Blrchwood Place
Houses
Efficiencies, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom - Furnished or Unfurnished,
Laundry facilities available
All rentals have full use of Cherrywood Health Spa
M-F 9:00-4:30
352-9378
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Graduate
Student
End-of-the Year
^p> Picnic Ft**
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Future Falcons

Crystal, a fifth grader from Rosswood. O. waits patiently to ask a question while her tour guide, Junior
Kathy Balunas, finishes speaking. All ears perked with Interest especially when the answer to the
question "Can you chew gum In class?" was given.

ALL ARE INVITED TO A UNITED
NATIONS RE-ENACTMENT!

i

r

***«*««*;«m/

at the Portage Quarry
Sat. April 27th, from 2;00pm
to 5:00pm
Admission la free to all
graduate studenta and their
families.

•O N«wl/S!ephanie Lewis

r

Corns see how the Security Council works! The B6SU
Model U.N. Team will be bringing the Security
Council to Bowling Green! Please attend
■yv a simulation of Early Security Council
k
yu
Actions on the Persian Gulf Crisis
W
Wednesday, May 1
%£/ 110 Bus. Administration 4:30 - 5:30
Refreshments will be served!

ROCKLEDGE
MANOR
DIP
2 BDRMS, 2 BATHS, WALK-IN CLOSET,
DISHWASHER, STORAGE AREAS
Starting At $420mo'

TRIATHLON
U Continued from page 5.
learning experience," Burks
said. "This will provide the students with the experience to see if
they want to be a triathlete."
Every person participating
must bring a partner who will
help count laps, keep time and
watch the triathletes along the
route.
"People push each other in
class and we stress during the
first triathlon you should just try
and finish, but during the race
there will be competition to finish
or win," said Steve Morganstern,
a senior sports management and
experienced biathlon participant.

MANVILLE
733. 755. 777
2 BDRMS, Furnished
1 '/. Baths
$450 per month. 9 mo. lease
$384 per month. 12 mo. lease

Bring in this ad for

$100 OFF
First months rent when signing o
(all lease, one discount per lease
offer good thru April 30

sponsored by GSS

V

RE MANAGEMENT "^l',^5'
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Exxon fine too low
for Alaskan judge
by John Enders
Associated Press writer

ANCHORAGE, Alaska - A judge Wednesday derailed a plea bargain in the $1 billion settlement of the Exxon Valdez oil spill, saying a
$100 million criminal fine was insufficient punishment for the damage
Exxon did to Alaska's environment.
Under the plea agreement negotiated by the state of Alaska, the
Justice Department and Exxon, the company would have paid $50 million to the state of Alaska and $50 million to the federal government.
A separate proposed settlement of civil claims provides $900 million
in restitution to clean up Alaska shoreline. With rejection of the fines,
Exxon could withdraw that agreement.
"The fines which were proposed to me were simply not adequate,"
U.S. District Judge Russel Holland told a courtroom packed with attorneys and reporters.
He said he had considered federal sentencing guidelines and concluded that $100 million was not enough to deter future spills.
"There is no question that the Exxon Valdez oil spill was off the
chart," he said.
As part of the agreement, Exxon had pleaded guilty to four misdemeanor pollution charges stemming from the March 24, 1989, oil
spill. In exchange, felony charges were to be dropped.
Exxon did not immediately withdraw its guilty pleas following
Wednesday's ruling. The judge gave the company until May 24 to decide.
The Justice Department said it was ready to go to trial on the charges if the pleas are withdrawn.
A Justice official in Washington, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the department would be willing to discuss with Exxon during
the next 30 days whether a new agreement could be reached. Any new
agreement would likely either increase the criminal fine or shift some
of the civil payments to the criminal case in hopes of satisfying the
judge, the official said.
The Exxon Valdez spilled nearly 11 million gallons of North Slope
crude oil into Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska after it ran
aground on Bligh Reef. Hundreds of thousands of birds and fish and
hundreds of seals and sea otters were killed.

RAPE
□ Continued from page 1.
tween my mom and dad.''
As in Tara's case, the state of
shock which follows a rape can
delay or prevent women from
seeking the medical attention
they need.
Barb Hoffman nurse practitioner at the Student Health
Center, said sexually transmitted
diseases and pregnancy are the
most common problems. The
Health Center gives antibiotics to
all patients who were raped, preventing many STDs. Other STDs,
like genital warts and herpes,
cannot be treated until detected
in the patient. Also, victims must
wait six months before a test
shows if AIDS was contracted.
If the victim gets to the health
center within three days of the
assault, the morning-after pill is
still an option and is offered to the
victim.
Also, if the rape was recent,
and the patient consents, the
Health Center will collect evidence using a "rape kit." Both
the Health Center and the hospital encourage patients to have an
advocate or friend present for
moral support because the
procedure can be trying for the
victim.
Clothing is placed in a plastic
bag at the beginning of the two
hour procedure. Then, blood is
drawn for typing. Next, the fingernails are cupped and strands of
hair are plucked from the head
and pubic area. A saliva sample
is taken and the mouth is swabbed. Combings are collected from
the pubic hair, and swabs are
used to collect fluids form the

vagina and rectum.
The nurse asks the victim a series of questions. Some questions
are asked, reworded and asked
again. Pam Barrett, head nurse
in the Wood County Hospital
emergency room, who often performs the rape kits, said this is
done because victims are often
confused and asking questions
more than once provides a more
accurate picture of the attack.
Even if the perpetrator used a
condom, enough evidence is left
behind to warrant the rape kit,
Barrett said.

Reflecting On Homework
Sophomore undecided ma|or Rebecca Wuest works on her final
Computer Science 100 assignment in the Union computer lab
Wednesday afternoon. The Union lab's extended hours are: Mon-

□ Continued from page 1.
Lunde said improving relations
among the constituent groups
was a goal of his when he assumed the job last August.
"I've been working as hard as I
could to put [the no-confidence
motion]behind us," he said. "To
move on and move the University
forward, we've got to view ourselves on the same team."
The third challenge facing the
senate — controlling debates — is
more difficult for the chairperson, who is limited by Robert's
Rules of Order.
The SEC, however, is charged
with screening resolutions to insure proper wording. Many sena-

The procedures for rape victims varies between medical facilities, but a new recommendation from the Ohio Department of Health may stan-

"~ Bowl *N' Greenery"

tors believe the SEC could go a
long way toward controlling debates.
"The issues should be worked
out at a lower level," Givens said.
"I would want a system where
stuff gets to the senate so we can
deal with litigation primarily in
terms of principle and not in a
Juestion of semantics and minor
etails."
The SEC also sets the agenda
for meetings and must be careful
to address the issues senators and
committees think it should look
at.
Ralph Wolfe said the chairperson, as head of the SEC, is priConspicuously absent from the
protocol is any mention of the
morning-after pill, which is not
always offered to women who arrive at Wood County Hospital
within three days of the attack,
according to Sandee Standriff, director of the Victims' Advocacy
Program.
Medical treatment is critical,
but it only treats the surface pain,
Standriff said. The emotional
healing takes years.
"It's strange to think what control a stranger has over your life.
He had no idea how he could
change my life," Tara said.

Delta Zeta
Friends are
Friends Forever

All you Can Eat
$3.99

4:00 - 7:00

$4.50

•

Congratulations Seniors

Soup 'n' Salad

marily responsible for this.
"My attitude was what the
[chairperson] does is facilitate
issues formulated in committees
and keep order in the meetings,"
said Wolfe, a former senate
chairperson. "But the [chairperson] can't run it autocratically."
Faculty Senate faces a long
road ahead. The pending budget
crisis almost guarantees faculty
will not get a significant pay raise
soon. Bowling Green already
ranks near the bottom of state universities in faculty compensation.
The remnants from the noconfidence motion are also still

clear. Relations are still strained
from the January Olscamp evaluation and a formal complaint to
state officials about trustee Richard Newlove.
But the senate leadership must
lead the way, no matter what
direction the senate takes.
"People seem to get their Jollies bad-mouthing Faculty Senate," Lunde said. "But now what
we have to do is join together,
close ranks and ride through the
crisis."
Friday, "Faculty Frustrations " concludes with suggestions
on how to make Faculty Senate a
better, more effective organization.

BGSU Concert/University Bands
in

CONCERT
Jay C. Jackson/Brian Nutting, Conductors
Kobacker - 8pm - Friday, April 26

The Undergraduate Alumni Association presents

Mud Volleyball!
Last weekend's weather forced us to
postpone Mud Mania for a week, but the
mud will be flyin this weekend!
Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

College Park
Be There!

* meet at the house at 8:30 *

• Hot Entrees
•

day-Thursday, 8 to 3 a.m., Friday 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., Saturday 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday 1 p.m. to 3 a.m.

SENATE

To facilitate the evidence collection, victims should not
shower or change clothes before dardize the treatment. Wood
County Hospital will be a test cite
seeking medical attention.
for the protocol, which should be
Barb Waddell, public informa- distributed within a couple of
tion officer for Public Safety, said months. Then, early next year, a
the procedure is worth the dis- final version should be available
comfort. Without the rape kit evi- to all Ohio health care facilities.
dence, a rape conviction is nearly
impossible. And, although the
Some of the changes the hospivictim may not want to prosecute tal will make are minor..For eximmediately after the attack, she ample, hairs collected for the
may want to do so later.
rape kit will be clipped instead of
plucked.
The woman's medical costs are
paid for by the municipality
In addition, some important
where the crime was committed. rules will be set. Under the protoThe bill from the hospital emer- col, hospitals will treat minors
Sency room is about $250, and the who are rape victims without
lealth Center charge is about parental consent and notify parents by mad.
$100.

11:30 - 2:00

tO M»wt/Jay MuraOck

Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream

• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only lor on campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day (or off campus students

Catch that Summer Feeling

Phi Sigma Kappa
Date Dash '91

R.E. Management
113 Railroad street 352-9302
Location
733 Manvllle
701 Fourth St.
Rockledge Manor
755 Manvllle
041 Eighth St.

Summer Price
S550
S550
S550
S550
S550

Bring in this ad for
$100 off first months rent when signing a fall lease
$50 off first months rent when signing a summer lease
one discount per lease
offer good thru April 30

■MMM
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Phi Sigs Pack Their Baskets
City Park 5 - 8pm
Friday, April 26,1991
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Elsewhere
New clean-air bill may aid Ohio
by Robert E. Miller
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS, — A House committee on Wednesday announced
a bill that sponsors said can help
Ohio comply with the federal
Clean Air Act, protect coal
miners' jobs and hold down electricity rate increases.
Rep. Jerry Krupinski, D-Steubenville, detailed the measure at
a news conference, saying he
hopes for prompt passage to help
coal-burning utilities that must
act soon on long-range plans to
meet a Jan. 1,1995 deadline.
Hearings will start in the House
today.
The bill contains tax and other
incentives to help utilities reduce
emissions from the burning of
Ohio's high-sulfur coal, which is

blamed by federal officials for
the region's acid rain problems.
Krupinski, chairperson of the
special committee that conducted
hearings and heard testimony for
nine months, called it "a consensus bill." It essentially is designed to help miners and ratepayers who stand to suffer the
most from recent amendments to
the federal law.
It also will help utilities by providing criteria for them in deciding whether to continue to burn
Ohio coal, with the use of scrubbers, or switch to low-sulfur coal
from other states, he said.
Ohio Consumers' Counsel William Spratley said he could not
endorse the bill, pending a meeting of his board of directors. But
he said it contains pro-consumer
elements that he has wanted.
He referred to language requir-

ing utilities to prove that they
have chosen their "least cost" option before submitting compliance cost recovery plans to the
Public Utilities Commission.
Spratley also praised provisions that require the utilities, in
determining least cost, to take
into account the impact on the
state's economy, including the
loss of miners' and other jobs resulting from a decision to stop using Ohio's coal.
Spratley said it is not yet possible to determine the impact on
consumers' monthly electric bills
because of decisions not yet made
at the federal level on so-called
emissions allowances utilities
may claim.
Neal Tostensten, spokesperson
for the Ohio Mining and Reclamation Association, approved of
the concepts of the bill. He also

praised the provisions making utilities that want to discontinue
use of Ohio coal to figure job losses into least-cost decisions.
Other provisions, in addition to
the decision-making criteria, include a utility tax credit of 20 percent of the costs of installing
scrubbers, and making low-cost
financing available from the Ohio
Air Quality Development Authority.
The bill requires early reviews
by the PUCO of utility compliance plans, with no "second
{;uessing ' of compliance plans at
ater reviews; streamlines permit procedures of the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency,
and revises a "construction work
in progress" formula to reduce
the capital costs of utility construction projects.

Japan's nuclear safety doubted
TOKYO (AP) — In the 25 years since Japan acquired nuclear capability , it has held fast to the belief that its technology would never fail.
This year, that unbridled confidence seems more suspect than ever.
A string of mishaps, including the country's worst atomic incident,
has plagued the nuclear industry since February. Some experts now
believe the time has come for the government to stop acting as a
cheerleader for the rapidly expanding industry and focus its attention
on safety.
"If the current situation continues, chances are that a disastrous
accident could happen in Japan at any time," said Hiroaki Koide, a
nuclear scientist at Kyoto University. There is no risk-free technology"
The Japanese government has strongly supported nuclear power
ever since the first British-designed plant opened in central Japan in
1966. The nation now has 40 plants that generate 26 percent of the nation's electricity.
The government wants to build 15 more by the year 2000 for this resource-poor nation and is spending $26 million this year, up 30 percent,
to promote the use of nuclear energy.
But there has been trouble ever since Feb. 9, when a steam generator tube burst and sent tons of radioactive water flowing from one
cooling system to another at the Mihama nuclear power plant in
western Japan.
' For the first time in Japanese history, an emergency core cooling
system kicked into action to prevent a reactor core meltdown.
Critics say the accident shows there's not enough attention paid to
safety in the industry.
They say plant operator Kansai Electric Power Co. should have

THE CHINA
OPENING

GRAND

Offering Mandarin, Szechuan and Hunan Cuisine.
FAST FREE DELIVERY
carry-out available

TEL: 352-8230

Akron police plan
on videotaping
spring block party
AKRON, O. (AP) — Police and landlords say they plan to take
their video cameras to a block party that is rumored for this
weekend near the University of Akron campus.
September's block party along Kathryn Place drew an estimated 2,000 people, and cost the city $15,000 in cleanup costs. Fifty-eight people were arrested ana 13 people were injured, according to 77ie (Akron) Beacon Journal.
The newspaper reported Wednesday police plan to record the
semi-annual block party and increase patrols in the area.
"All mass arrests and mass protests are usually recorded,"
said city police Lt. Ron Black. When there is a large crowd, "the
biggest problem is trying to determine who was arrested and for
what," he said.
Landlords also have said they plan to use cameras and stake
out the neighborhood to protect their property.
A new law aimed at controlling block parties requires that the
party-giver take out a permit if more than 100 people are invited.
If there are more than 200 people, the party-giver must secure a
bond making him or her financially able to pay for damages.
There is no permit on file at Akron City Hall to hold a block
party this weekend.
Finals week at the university is May 6-11, so city officials think
it would be unlikely any party would be scheduled the weekend
before finals.
Most of the residents on Kathryn Place, who are student tenants, aren't saying much, according to the newspaper. Those
who are talking say they feel the new law violates their constitutional rights.

heeded warnings four years earlier, when a similar accident occurred
in Virginia at another water-pressurized reactor designed by Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Westinghouse and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission told
Japanese utilities about the problem — excessive vibration that
caused metal fatigue which led to the ruptures.
Kansai Electric studied the Virginia accident, but assumed there
was no problem with its plants. The Japanese government took no action. "We assumed the same problems would not exist in Japan, judging from the utilities' past records," said Resource and Energy
Agency official Hironori Nakanishi.
Nuclear scientist Jinzaburo Takagi believes that had officials taken
the warning more seriously they would have made a more thorough
inspection. "That could have enabled the utilities to find the problem"
— improperly fitted anti-vibration fittings — that led to the Mihama
accident, he said.
Industry critics also say the investigation of the Mihama accident
has highlighted the close ties between the government and utilities.
MOSCOW (AP) - President
Among those at the meeting
The government has depended primarily on data from Kansai Elec- Mikhail Gorbachev on Wednes- was Gorbachev's chief political
tric in assessing the accident and has failed to conduct its own inde- day quashed an attempt by hard- rival, Russian Federation Presipendent investigation, the critics say.
line Communists to oust him as dent Boris Yeltsin, whose supThey also note the Mihama accident followed a mandatory annual Eiarty leader, claiming his depar- porters have staged recent rallies
safety check by only a few months.
ure would create an "explosive demanding Gorbachev's ouster.
Ewer vacuum" and lead to dic- The hard-line regional party
Minoru Shimada, an inspector at the Resource and Energy Agency,
torship.
bosses and other powerful Comsaid the government typically does little more than examine docuStrengthened by a last-minute munists who gathered in the
ments prepared by the utilities for those reactor check-ups.
agreement by leaders of nine So- Kremlin tried to force Gorbachev
Most of the physical inspection of the facilities is donehy utility em- viet republics to back his econom- to give an account of his handling
Sloyees, who occasionally are assisted by inspectors from the private ic "anti-crisis" plan, Gorbachev of the embattled party and crumapan Engineering Power Inspection Corp.
outmaneuvered his critics at a bling economy. That would have
Shogo Kawanishi, a spokesperson for the inspection company, said closed meeting of the party's opened the way for stinging critithe firm is paid by the utilities and is prohibited from publicly disclos- 410-member Central Committee. cism and a move to force Gorbaing its findings.
In the process, he again dem- chev to step down as party
We cannot say something that may hurt our business partners be- onstrated the political skills that leader.
cause we get paid by them," Kawanishi said.
brought him from a minor post in
the provinces to the top of the
In recent weeks, some hardparty and have allowed him to liners have demanded separating
survive six years of turbulent re- Gorbachev's dual posts of genforms.
eral secretary of the 18 millionThe agreement with the repub- member Communist Party and
lics was reached late Tuesday president of the country.
210 N. Main
352-9951
after the republic's leaders were
Also, Gorbachev has faced resreportedly brought to Gorba- ignation calls from reformists
chev's dacha, or country home, in who believe his original demosouthwestern Moscow.
cratic visions are being betrayed.
Gorbachev's concessions to
The effort to make Gorbachev
the reformist leaders gave him give an account of his governthe backing to thwart the hard- ment was defeated by a show of
liners.
hands.

Gorbachev resists
ousting attempts

HOWARDS club H

BUCK BROTHERS
Thursday - Saturday April 25 - 27

FAX: 352-85401

• 1234 N. Main St. • Woodland Mall •
• Bowling Green, OH 43402 •

Fall 1991 Leases Available
for

NEW

$2

APARTMENT SEARCHING?
Do your homework before
you make your decision.

c3

1. Talk to current residents. How is the
maintenance? How does landlord treat tenants?
2 Do you have to sign a parental guarantee?
How about party clauses?

c2

ii

3. Check the lease term - do you have enough
time before classes begin to get settled, take
part in rush, band and sports or must you wait
till the last minute to move? Must you move on
graduation day or do you have time to pack,
and say goodbye?
4. Is your landlord local or absentee?

Columbia Courts
Apartments
3 bedroom furnished apartments
■& Check our special discounted rates for our ■,:■
new apartments for Fall 1991

Call 352-0717 for more information

^ \°>» $

5. REMEMBER, you do have rights. If you have a
problem you can't solve, go to Student Legal
Services
THURSDAY'S SPECIAL

All You Can Eat

A Public Service I mm

NEWIPVE
Rentals
The apartment professionals
lour onlj office)

Hours:
Sunday....
Mon-Thurs.
Friday

. 12:00-2:00 P.M.
. 11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
11:30-1:30 P.M.

Located in the University Union

who care about you!
328 v Main Si

BBS CHICKEN and RIBS S4.2S

352-5620

Quantum 90 card accepted afier 4:30 (or on-campus siudenis
Quanium 90 card accepted all day for o(l-campus students

• -

M
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Sports
Final view on sports offered

As the semester winds down
and I near graduation, I feel a
sense of obligation to leave the
loyal Bowling Green sports fans
with one last wild look at my
world of sports.
-I have always defended the
NHL and its playoff format, but
I'm beginning to change my
mind. Since the NHL adopted its
present divisional playoff format
10 seasons ago, at least one firstElace team has been eliminated
y a fourth-place team every
year. OveraM, 15 of 36 division
champs have been eliminated in
the first round. Add Chicago to
the list this year. It's about time
the first place teams get a firstround bye, while the second and
third-place teams souare off for
the right to play the champions.
-Someone needs to say it, so I
will. The Lisa Olson/New England Patriot incident was blown
out of proportion. You can hate
me for saying it, but females
have no business in the men's
locker room, just like men have
no right in the women's locker
room.
-Manager Bobby Cox will have
the Atlanta Braves playing comKtitive ball in no time at all.
ok what Cox did with the Blue
Jays.
-Aren't the uniforms in the
WLAF great?
-If you ever get a chance, catch
a Pro Lacrosse League game.
The league is still in its infancy,
but it just may be the most excit-

ing sport being played right now.
-Why in the world would
Eastern Michigan want to change
their nickname to the EMUS (a
flightless bird from Australia)?
Dumb...
-Speaking of Eastern Michigan,
the university is in the process of
building a 10-12,000 seat basketball arena. Hear that BG?
Wouldn't it be nice to have a new
facility here — even a
8,000-seater. The 'House that
Roars' should be called the
'House that Snores', because the
old shack puts me to sleep.
•Ball State is playing in the preseason National Invitation Tournament next year. After getting
overlooked this year by the NCAA
selection committee and getting
wiped out in the NIT, how do you
figure it?
-I'd love to see the Canadian
Football League merge with the
NFL, with a combination of the
rules. I love the wide-open style of
theCFL.
-It's too bad the NCAA hockey
tournament gets overshadowed
by the basketball tournament.

E" ing of which, I still can't
out Lake Superior's and
jan's quick exit from the
tourney.
-If the U.S. put into hockey
what Canada does, we would
dominate the sport. We are
already competitive with only a
few states and high schools even
playing the sport.
-In my last column, I said the
Major Soccer League and Professional Soccer Leagues ought to
merge. Well, guess what? It is
officially under consideration.
You heard it here first.
-It's about time the dispute over
the Nolan Ryan rookie card is
over. The card is going to be auctioned, with the proceeds going to
charity.
-Speaking of baseball cards, I
bought a pack of 1991 Topps the
other day and got a 1977 Gaylord
Perry. Not a big money card, but
it's something.
-It's too bad that Bill Musselman was fired from the Timberwolves for wanting to win. He had
the best record of all expansion
coaches (51-113).
-Howard Cosell has a new book
out where he says that Tim
McCarver is unbearable and
talks incessantly about totally irrelevant things and that Dan
Dierdorf must think he's paid by
the word. He goes on to say that
Dierdorf was a good football
player, but as a sportscaster he
makes Frank Gifford look good.
Well Howard, I don't know a you

ever heard or watched yourself,
but you were no prize to the
profession in your own right.
-The early NFL line has the
Bills 4-1 favorites to win the Super
Bowl next year. The Browns
come in at a close 300-1.
-Why do I have the feeling Viking kicker Donald Igwebuike is
really guilty, even if he was found
innocent?
-After one successful season,
why do Toledo football fans think
the team is the next great coming
and ready to leave the MAC?
Look at what has happened to BG
after they went 11-0 in 1985.
-I say Nebraska coach Danny
Nee will get the Notre Dame job.
-Will the Seattle Mariners ever
finish above .500? I'll bet they do
it this year, but barely.
-The MAC is the Rodney Dangerfield of college football — they
get no respect. This is evident in
the fact that only four MAC
players were drafted.
-Heavyweight Tommy Morrison won his bout on the Foreman/Holyf ield card and is ready
to step into the top 10.
After spending the last four
(ears in the Navy writing about
rigates, destroyers and cruisers,
I'd like to take this opportunity to
thank the.BG News sports staff
for helping me make the adjustment back to the sporting world.
Thanks guys!
Kevin Cummings is a sports
writer for the News.

Golfprepares for MA Cs *+£
twinbill Sfi
with
by Kevin Cummings
sports writer

If competing against the best
brings out the best, the Bowling
Green men's golf team should be
ready to challenge for the MidAmerican Conference crown in
May.
The Falcons finished in a tie
with the Michigan Wolverines for
22nd place overall (fifth place in
the consolation flight) at the
35-team Firestone Intercollegiate
Invitational at Akron this past
weekend. The top 18 teams, after
36 holes, played in the championship round, while the others
played for the consolation title.
The 54 hole-tournament is regarded as one of the strongest
events played in the northeast.
BG shot a 315 and 316, in the
first and third rounds respectively, on the rugged west course of
the Firestone Country Club and
carded an impressive middle
round of 305 on the north course to
finish the tournament with a 936.

Indiana was an easy winner in
the championship flight as the
Hoosiers snot an 878
(285/west-293/wes t-300/nort h)
to win their second invitational in
as many weeks. Toledo won the
consolation grouping with a 921
(31 l/west-303/north-307/west),
which was good enough to place
the Rockets in a tie for 13th-place
overall.
Junior Brett Fulford continues
to swing the hot club for the Falcons as he registered a threeround total of 225 (74-75-76) to finish third individually in the consolation flight listing. His first
18-hole total of 74 tied his seasonbest round.
"We, of course, want to win
every match we play in," Fulford
said. "But right now we are focusing more on MAC teams, in
preparation for the MAC championships, than we are for any
other schools."
Pat Konesky tied for 16th in the
consolation grouping by shooting
a 233 (81-73-79). His second-round
73 bested his season-low by two

strokes.
Other Falcons competing at
Akron included co-captains Doug
Ray and Bill Lehman. Ray shot a
236 (80-78-78), while Lehman finished with a 256 (90-83-83). Garry
Winger rounded out the BG
scorecard as he tallied a 242
(80-79-83).
BG return to action this weekend (April 27 28) at the Kepler
Intercollegiate Invitational in
Columbus. The 54-hole tournament is being hosted by Ohio
State.

Michigan St.
BG's Softball team (18-23) split
its doubleheader with Michigan
State Wednesday at East Lansing, Mich.
The Falcons captured the first
Same 7-0 in eight innings and lost
le nightcap 2-0. Jody Record
(12-11) earned the victory for BG.
The Falcons scored in the first
game on two hit-by-pitches, junior Kim Snyder's two-run double,
freshman Karen Brown's RBI
single and sophomore Jeni Leis'
two-run triple.
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CHARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR

Contact: Resident Manager

N

641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.O.
352-4380

Tickets: $9, $7, $5 (Students receive a $2 discount)
To reserve tickets, call 419/372-8171
Sponsored by Iho College ot Musical Arts, Elhnic Studios, Oflice ot Residence
Services, Office of Alumni Affairs and University Activities Organization

NewlQiieken!

1

1
-

I have good contacts in the state."

Saturday, April 27
S p.m. • Kobacker Hall
Moore Center • Bowling Green State University

There will be Pizza, Pop, & Movies!
So Grab a Date and Don't be late!
See Ya TONIGHT! T.V. Lounge 9 p.m.
K

TOLEDO — The University of Toledo's new basketball coach
promised Wednesday to build a program that stresses academics as well as an aggressive man-to-man defense.
"I'm not here to just have a good basketball team. I want a
model program that the rest of the country can look at and try to
emulate," Larry Gipson said at a news conference.
The 39-year-old Marion native spent nine seasons at Northeastern Oklahoma A&M before taking the Toledo Job. He has a
217-«7 record. The Heidelberg College graduate guided his
196S-89 squad to the junior college national championship.
"For Larry Gipson, this is a dream come true. My goal was to
be able to some day coach at the Division I level... I've achieved
my goal today," be said.
Gipson said academics would play a large role in the Rockets'
program. He noted that all 51 of his scholarship athletes have
earned their degrees during his tenure at Northeastern Oklahoma.
"My goals have not changed in 17 years of coaching. I believe
in academic excellence. The young men that we recruit here, the
young men that play here will be students ... We will place the
highest premium on education," Gipson said.
He said he plans to bring an aggressive style of play to the
Rockets.
"I believe In pressure defense, predominantly man-to-man defense. I believe in getting the ball up court quickly and getting
into the offense," Gipson said.
"I want a team that is hard working, well conditioned, that
plays together as a unit, that plays with great concentration. I
want a team that conducts itself on and oft the floor with dignity "be said.
The search for a new basketball was narrowed Monday to
three candidates.
Russ Bergman, head coach of Coastal Carolina, and Butch
Carter, an assistant coach at Dayton, were the other candidates
for the post.
Gipson coached at Marion Elgin and Marion Harding high
schools. He was the Ohio coach of the year in Class AA in 19*> at
Elgin Hiah.
He said recruiting U one of his strong suits, pointing to the fact
that he has contacts in Ohio and Michigan.
Frankly, over the last five years, we've been one of the top
five or six JUCO powers in the United States," Gipson said. "As
a result, I've come in contact with a lot of the top ssfb school

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air condition-

KAPPA SIGMA
DATE DASH
MOVIE MADNESS

K

by Mitch W«IM
AP sportj writer

APARTMENTS
Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year.
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Gipson hired by
Rockets as new
basketball coach

T

K
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There are onlj u Few days Icl'i to
sign your Summer or I nil lease...

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
352-9135

five New Chicken Favorites!
Five New' Border' Delights ...Taco Bell > Has Chicken:
Chicken Soft Taco, Chicken MruMrft.. Chicken Tostada. Chicken Bumio
k Chicken Taco & Every Single One Ma* Firsh & Delicious.
Sorting at 79C!Come On In, Tarn Bell Has Done ll Again!

■rjfjifftaj"

TACO
QWUfSJST1
RUN KM TK MMOCR.
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Prep stars' careers compared Tyson-Holyfield
talks heating up
by Rusty Miller
AP sports writer

COLUMBUS (AP) - When Gary Williams was hired as the
basketball coach at Ohio State in 1986, he vowed that the state's
top high school players no longer would go elsewhere, only to
come back to haunt the Buckeyes.
He targeted Eli Brewster and Treg Lee — the top players In
the state — to help turn the Ohio State program around.
National acclaim would return to Ohio State before the graduation of their class, which included Perry Carter of Washington,
DC. But of Brewster and Lee, only one shared in the glory. Lee
became a potential pro, and Brewster ended up playing before
450 fans at an Ohio University branch campus.
Williams wound up 500 miles away at a program on NCAA
probation.
Brewster led Columbus Wehrle to one state championship and
twice more to the state tournament; Lee was acclaimed as
Ohio's finest player, a 6-foot-8 forward who had played any of
fourpositions at Cleveland St. Joseph.
"They were the (Class) AAA and A players of the year in the
state, so it was very important at the time to get them," Williams said. "Ohio State had lost those players in previous years.
To get the program started again, we knew we had to get those
two."
Both failed to meet freshman eligibility requirements under
NCAA Proposition 48, so neither could practice or be around the
team as freshmen.
Much was expected of Brewster and Lee as sophomores. But
they appeared lost.
"That's a pattern of a lot of Prop 48s," Williams said. "When
you lose a year, it's not the same."
Others offer another reason. In practice, Williams would intimidate and threaten players to get the most out of them.
"Right from the beginning, I knew how volatile Gary Williams
was, and I knew what kind of athlete Eli was," Wehrle coach
Chuck Kemper said. "I knew what it took to motivate Ell, and I
knew that Gary Williams had the exact opposite personality."
Brewster, speaking with the media for the first time since his
Ohio State days, said in an interview: "There's a way to coach
guys, and there's a way not to coach guys.... The way he did it
was uncalled for. Every week it was as if he would pick on
different people.
"Some got emotional about it, but I would fire back at him. He
didn't scare me, and I didn't scare him."
Lee said: "Sometimes vou have to cater to a player's personality. Some respond differently to different coaching personalities."
Williams said he coached Brewster and Lee like he has
coached everyone else. "Some respond better," he said.
Brewster started three games as a sophomore, but shot just 37
percent from the field and 38 percent from 3-point range while
averaging 3.1 points a game. Lee averaged 4.4 points and 2.3 rebounds a game.
Williams announced in the spring of 1989 that he was leaving to

"There's a way to coach guys, and
there's a way not to coach guys. The
way he did It was uncalled for. Every
week it was as if he would pick on
different people. Some got emotional
about it, but I would fire back at him.
He didn't scare me, and I didn't scare
him," said Eli Brewster about former
OSU coach Gary WiHams.

by Rick Warner
AP sports writer

be the head coach at his alma mater, Maryland. Lee led the
players in urging athletic director Jim Jones to promote assistant coach Randy Ayers.
By the time Ayers was named to succeed Williams that July,
Brewster had already announced his decision to leave.
"I wasn't happy, and I didn't see any happiness coming,"
Brewster said.
There was also speculation that Lee would quit after his junior
year. He shot 47 percent from the field and 60 percent at the line
while coming off the bench in 29 games.
Instead, he came back and was a starter on a team that went
27-4, won a share of the Big Ten Conference title and made it to
the Sweet 16 of the NCAA tournament.
Lee scored more points and had more rebounds as a senior
than he had in his first two years combined. He shot 61 percent
from the field and 89 percent on free throws while averaging 11.5
points and 5.5 rebounds a game.
With the 6-8 Carter, he provided one of the top 1-2 combinations
underneath the basket in the Big Ten.
"Coach (Ayers) helped me a lot. We had some long talks." Lee
said. "And I matured a lot. I stayed focused on what I had to do
and then took care of it."
Brewster dropped out of school, put on weight and got married
before deciding to return to college. He selected the OU branch
at Lancaster.
"He sat out for a year but realized that wouldn't get him far,"
said Jeff Whitehead, his coach at OU-Lancaster. "This is a small
school, and it doesn't have the hype that Ohio State does. Here,
it's like he's at home."
Brewster averaged 16.5 points and 9 rebounds a game for a
team that finished 15-9 this season.
Brewster now wants to be a coach.
"I've seen the nice, the mediocre and the mean — all kinds of
coaches. I think I could be a better coach than all of them," he
said.
Lee is contemplating a career in professional basketball and Is
hitting all of the tryout camps for college seniors.
"When you play college sports, you're under a big microscope.
A lot of times, people can have difficulty dealing with that."

Work to cultivate the buckle-up habit.
It could save your life.
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NEW YORK (AP) - Evander
Holyfield and Mike Tyson may
not be ready to rumble, but their
promoters are.
Tyson's promoter, Don King,
launched a war of words against
Holyfield and his three closest associates — promoter Dan Duva,
co-trainer Lou Duva and manager Shelly Finkel.
During an informal luncheon
with reporters, King repeatedly
called Finkel and the Duvas
"liars and deceivers," accused
Holyfield of ducking Tyson and
challenged the heavyweight
champion to a winner-take-all
bout against Tyson in September
or October.
"We'll fight him anytime, anywhere, anyplace," King said.
"The winner goes home with everything, the loser goes home with
nothing."
King said "the public wants
this fight, I want this fight and
Mike Tyson wants this fight, but
Holyfield and his people are trying to avoid it. It's a travesty.
Boxing fans are tired of being
treated like Bozo the Clown."
Informed of King's comments,
Dan Duva launched a counterattack.
Duva said last Friday's Holyfield-George Foreman fight
"breathed fresh air into the sport.
Now Don King has gone back to
polluting the environment."
Duva dismissed King's winnertake-all challenge, as well as an
alternate offer — a 50-50 split between the champion and No. 1
challenger.
"They're both ridiculous,"
Duva said. "Fighters work too
hard for one guy to come away
with nothing."
King claims a 50-50 split is fair
because Tyson is a bigger draw
than Holyfield.
"Evander Holyfield can't draw
flies to a dump, King said. "Just
because he's the champion
doesn't mean he should get the

mast money. When Muhammad
Ali fought Larry Holmes, Ali got
17 million and Holmes got S3 million even though he was the
champion. That's oecause people
came to see Ali, not Holmes."
Holyfield, who won a unanimous decision over Foreman,
criticized King's 50-50 proposal
Monday night during an appearance on the "The Arsenio Hall"
show.
"When I was the challenger,
Tyson was going to get 75 percent
and I was going to get 25. Now
that Tyson is the challenger, Don
King doesn't want it that way. He
wants Tyson to get half," Holyfield said.
Dan Duva said he is willing to
negotiate the purse split, Dut
"we're not going to debate it point
by point in the media."
If the two sides can't settle
their differences by June 1, the
payouts would be decided in a
"purse bid" by one of boxing's
three main sanctioning bodies —
the World Boxing Council, World
Boxing Association and International Boxing Federation.
Traditionally, the champion
gets 75 percent in purse bids and
the challenger 25 percent.
The WBA, WBC and IBF originally ordered the winner of last
October's Holyfield-Buster Douglas title bout to fight Tyson next.
But after beating Douglas, Holyfield opted to meet Foreman instead. The WBC then threatened
to strip its title recognition from
Holyfield, but a New Jersey state
judge blocked the move and
ordered arbitration. The dispute
still hasn't been settled.
The WBA and IBF ended up
sanctioning the HolyfieldForeman fight and continue to
recognize Holyfield as champion.
Tyson is scheduled to fight
Razor Ruddock on June 28 in a
rematch of their controversial
bout last month, which Tyson won
when referee Richard Steele
stopped the bout in the seventh
round.
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Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color Macintosh"
you've learned one program, you're well on your way
system you could afford was just a dream, then the
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.
share information with someone who uses a different
type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple*
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
SuperDrive" which can read from and write to
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
technology that lets you personalize your work by
gives you. Then pinch yourself.
adding voice or other sounds.
It's better than a dream-it's a
Apple introduces the Macintosh LC
Macintosh.
Like every Macintosh
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
And it runs thousands of
available applications that
Slop by the Mac Show at
all work in the same,
the Business School
consistent way-so once

Wednesday, May 1
lOam to 3pm
Rain: 2nd floor lobby
Shine: Outside front entrance

or call Dave McCoy at
372-7724 for information

*

The power to be your best!"
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Spira trial continues in NY Baseball roundup
by Ronald Blum
AP sports writer

NEW YORK (AP) - It was George
Steinbrenner who appeared to be on trial
Wednesday in U.S. District Court, not
Howard Spira.
For three hours, the New York Yankees
owner was cross-examined about his life,
his employees and his relationship with the
gambler who caused him to lose control of
his team.
"You want to get a legitimate, calm answer from me, that's not the way to do it,"
he lectured defense lawyer David S.
Greenfield after an extremely sarcastic
question.
On Tuesday, Steinbrenner testified for
the prosecution, which charges that Spira
attempted to extort $110,000 more from
Steinbrenner after the Yankees owner
gave him $40,000.
On Wednesday, Greenfield spent the day

pulling documents from his bag marked
"Boss Cross."
Steinbrenner was forced to talk about
how he ordered former stadium manager
Pat Kelly to search eauipment in the visiting team's clubhouse late at night. He was
forced to tell the jury how he "resigned"
Kelly and chief financial officer M. David
Weidler after he accused them of theft, but
then didn't tell the police or the commissioner's office about it.
The Boss claimed to be a hands-off executive and said he was unaware of many goings on. When he ran the Yankees, be
blamed mistakes on "my baseball peoEle." Now he was blaming them on my
iwyers" or "my investigative people."
The funniest moment came when Greenfield asked about Spira's reference to Lou
Piniella in a 1988 letter.

breaking into a smile and playing into the
lawyer's game.
"Could be before, during or after?" he
asked sarcastically, knowing Piniella had
served two terms.
"Might be in the future. Can't tell with
me." The Boss answered, laughing at himself.
Steinbrenner again was asked if he disliked Dave Winfield, the outfielder whose
relationship with Spira started this saga a
decade ago.
"There were times, such as in 1988 when
Dave Winfield wrote a book about the
team," Steinbrenner said. "Teammates
disliked it."
"Willie Randolph came to me," Steinbrenner said, picking up before Judge
Louis L. Stanton judge cut him off. The
judge probably didn't know Randolph denied ever going to Steinbrenner about Winfield.

"Was he your manager at the time?"
Greenfield asked, knowing that there have
been too many to keep track of.
"Might have been," Steinbrenner said,

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Chuck
Knoblauch's bases-loaded triple
in the sixth inning gave Jack
Morris his first win with Minnesota, rallying the Twins to a 7-4
victory over the Oakland Athletics on Wednesday.
Morris (1-3) took a 1-0 lead and
a one-hitter into the sixth. But the
A's sent 10 men to the plate, scoring four runs on six hits.
Morris wound up scattering
seven hits over 7 2-3 before Rick
Aguilera came on for his fourth
save.
Morris, who has 199 career victories, had six strikeouts to become the 40th pitcher in majorleague history with at least 2,000.
Dave Stewart (1-2) couldn't
protect a 4-1 lead as the Twins
also batted around in the sixth,
scoring five runs on six hits.

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — The
California Angels beat the Seattle
Mariners 9-5 Wednesday, behind
Gary Gaetti's home run and three

singles.
Chuck Finley (4-0) allowed four
runs and four hits in six innings,
but two of the runs were unearned. He struck out six and
walked three. Bryan Harvey
pitched two innings for his fourth
save.
Rich DeLucia (1-2) gave up
four runs and seven hits in fiveplus innings

□ □□

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - John
Burkett pitched a six-hitter and
Terry Kennedy scored the goahead run on a wild pitch, as the
San Francisco Giants beat San
Diego 6-1 Wednesday.
Burkett (2-1) struck out six and
walked two in his first complete
game of the year.
Padres' starter Ed Whitson
(1-2) allowed four runs and seven
hits in 61-3 innings.
With the score tied 1-1 in the
fifth, Kennedy doubled, took third
on Jose Uribe's groundout and
scored.
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Classifieds
• * KATMV WILSON • «
Happy 21 st Birthday
To an Outstanding Roommate1
LoveAmy.KtmandPatti

CAMPUS « CITY EVENTS
* College Republicans-College Democrats "
Happy Hours at Marks
Thursday. April 25. 5-9 pm
Al are welcome
* Golden Key Picnic ■
Free lood and lun'
Winners ol me raffle will be picked'
April 28th Sunday 12-3 PM
Dr Miatetdt s House. 526 Buttonwood
RSVP Marissa or Catherine 352-2424 by
5 PM Friday
* Go!d«nKty Picnic •
Attention PHI ETA SIGMA spring initiates' Juat
a rem-nder about the banquet on Sunday. April
26. from 3 OO - 5 OO m the Lenhart Grand BaM
room' Receive your certificate, your
ptrucriarm. and free refreshments'
ATTENTION PRE LAW SOCIATY ft PHI ALPHA DELTA MEMBERS/NONMEMBERS:
Final meeting tor 1990-91 year. April 25,
Thurt. 7 pm In BA 104. Come hear Judge
DeCessna apeak Also, elections wil be held
tor the new 1991-92 unified law group of
BQSU. Questions? Call Lisa 352-957 7
DRV DOCK NEWS
This Sat. April 27th Dry Dock will be open tor
the last time (at least lor this year) To celebrate
we are having our Annual CLOSE OUT BASH.
Come jo*i the fun. along with games and dancing. 9 - 1 am are the hours tor this fun-fined
evening Take those study breaks al the Dock
See ya Saturday

LOST & FOUND
Camera Lost Sal. at 2001 (Phi Dell House)
Pictures are very valuable.
Urge REWARD If found"

Please Call 372-6306.
Found todies gold watch in BA restroom Descree to claim 354-6053 - Lisa

' HAPPY BIRTHDAY WILLIE ■
Hey Spec.
Just wanted to wish you a happy happy B-day
May al your wishes come true
HAPPY21STWILUE
Love.
Your ZPB Spec
Sheisy
??? HAVE A COMPUTER AND MODEM ???
Call FOX BBS or 352-7544 tor the best In
local messages, online games, IBM compatible down loadable programs and national
newa group discussions. FOX BBS Is on line
24 hours every day at 1200/2400 band
B/N/1. And, best of all, no charge tor access.
ADOPTION NOT ABORTION - We area happily
married childless Christian couple eager to
adopt a white infant
Call collect
419-358 937Q after 5 30 pm
AGD ' AGO ' AGD • AGO * AGO ' AGO
Alpha Gam Seniors - Get excited 'or the rededication ceremony on Sunday
AGD'BETA 500'AGD
The Alpha Gams are ready to see the checkered 'lag'
No Mercy'
AGD ' BETA 500 ■ AGD
AGO * BETA 500 ■ AOD * BETA 500
There's only one right

one"

AGD ' BETA 500 ■ AQD ■ BETA 500
AGD * FIJI' DENNIS & CRAIG • FIJI" O PHI A
Tonight's invitations and
Island is not 'ar away
Your dates are psyched and
ready to play
We are reedy to drink
the whole weekend through
And share some good limes
with the native crew
ChftsSLon

Lost:
Black backpack containing important books and
notes needed lor finals week1 II found please
caH 372-3556 and leave a message Mo questions asked

All Hall KING FUJIYAMA
FIJI Island 1991
All Hall KING FUJIYAMA
Fipi Island 1991

SERVICES OFFERED

All Hall KING FUJIYAMA
Fi|i Island 1991

POWERFLO MOBILE Dj SERVICE
Specializing in formal dale nights ft parties

All Hall KING FUJIYAMA
FIJI Island 1991

Call 874 6684
PREGNANT**
We can help Free pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Cenler CBJI354-HOPE

PERSONALS
PACE SAVERS
SUMMER STORAGE
362-3475
• • * HAPPY BtRTHDAY DAWN MEIER ■ * *
Have a great b-day loserIM
Love. Lisa
• * ' ftHCHELE CYQAN ' * *
Congratulations on your engagement to Denntsll' I am so happy for you' You deserve only
the best
and you got it' I wish you tw the happiest future together LITB. Your Roommate.
Brenda
• ' • Alpha PM Alpha ' " "
Thanks lor inviting us to your Spring FormalWe
hope to meet with your men soon Also. Congratulations on your fcne crossing1
The Sisters of Delta Zeta
* * " Alpha Phi Alpha ' '
•GOLDEN KEY RAFFLE!'
Win Gift Certificates From:
Tuxedo Junction
Croy's Supper Club
Oorranics
Stingers
Daman's
Plus other prizes from TOS.SBX. Uhlmans
and more'1 Only $1 per chance Buy them al
the table outside the Eudcation Bunding Apr!
24 ft 25 Drawing wJI be held on April 28th1

ALL WINNERS WEEKEND)!!
Juat listen to WFAL for your chance to win
T-Shlrts, CD's. Cassettes, Movie Passes, Pizza coupons, Car wash coupons' Every hour
this weekend. April 26th at 6 pm to April 2ftth
at Midnight. Call In at 372-2418. WFAL Cable
14 680 AM
AOTT " AOTT * AOTT * AOTT
Our VIPs are very special'
AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT
AOTT ' BETAS " AOTT
The Pi's are RED HOT
BETA 500 1001
AOTT ' Lynn Leslie * AOTT
Hey btggage get psyched for senior send off
tonight' I'B meet you at Good Tymes later'
Alpha Love - u Jen

ATTENTION BOSU HOCKEY FANS: Visit Dan's
Table al the Sponscard Snow m the Woodland
Mai on Sal Apnl 27 I specialize in hockey
cards ol former Falcons BLAKE. EMERSON.
LHIT. CAVAUINI. YSEBAERT. ETC.
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO
AXO
U' Valene Masterson
Conorats on your Sigma Chi pinning to Enc
Trsxler ( What a wonderful surprise')
Love. Your Big
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO
AXO
AXO BETA 500 TEAM
PatH Kunar
Denlse Ladd
Jen Morse
Kim Rlecks
Heather Rlecks
Keller Smith
Keep up that awesome "500" Spirit'
AXO BETA COACHES:
Jim. Jell. Marc and KeithIT'S THE OOLDEN TICKETI
A2D ' AZO * AZD
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA XI DELTA WOULD
UKE TO CONGRATULATE VICK DOUGHERTYON HER PEARLING TO LANCE LYCOURT'
AafKAXl* I'M NT ALPHA XI
CONGRATULATIONS ON WINNING GREEK
WEEKS
BEST b.^'NER AWARD AND MOST ORIGINAL
SKIT WE MADE A GREAT TEAM'
AZD • DTD • AZD ■ DTD
CONGRATULATIONS LAURI RICHARDS ON
YOUR LAVAUERING TO DELTA TAU DELTA
KIT NICKELI LOVE YOUR ALPHA XI SISTERS
AZD • CINDY FOREMAN ■ AZD
CONGRATULATIONS CINDY. FOR MAKING
THE BGSU CHEERLEADING SQUAD AGAIN
THIS YEAR • YOUR SISTERS ARE PROUD OF
YOU'
Beta 500 Happy Hours
Friday April 26
4 9 pm
Tuxedo Junction
Beta 500'
Last night to practice
Are you ready yet?
Beta 500 Beta 500
CAMPUS SISTERS
Thank you si lor a wonderful year'" All of you
were great with your littles and have formed
friendships with them that will last tor a kfetime
Have a great summer and good luck on those
finals
Your coordinators.
Jean Headley
and
Lisa Lightman
Congratulations to Angela Partee on her recent
Gamma Phi - ZBT lavalienng to Jeff Taylor''
Dear M*e
Why don't we get drunk m Margantaviee and
have a cheeseburger m Paradise'
Happy Birthday *
I love you1
•Peggy
Dae Zee Dee Zee
Go Soccer Team' I'
Beat Dee Gees'
Dee Zee Dee Zee
Delt AZD ■ Oelt

Appearing al Gamer's
Fri A Sal April 26 and 27
Blltzen Must be 21
ID Required
Attention Guys' Maurices m the Woodland Man
m expecting 12 pairs ol 1 Cavancd feans by
Friday Only 1 2 pa«r coming'
Attention all Campus SI it era. Campus Brothers, Adopt-e-Grandparent and Filling Home
Volunteers, The executive board members of
Volunteers Hi Progress invite you to a VIP Recognition Picnic on Sunday April 28. 1991 from
1 pm to 4 pm at Bowling Green City Park The
ptcntc w4i take place ram or shine and transportation la available to those in need Please
RSVP on the sign up sheet inside 405 Student
Services by 5 pm Thursday April 25

The brothers ol Delta Tau Delta would like to
congratulate KH Nickel on Ins recent kwakenng
lo Alpha Xi. Laurl Richards.
Oelt • AZD Delt

DELTA ZETA DELTA ZETA DELTA ZETA
ONE MORE DAY TILL
' CAMP JIMMY BUFFETTI"

bLA-ZEL THEATRE
Best
Picture
of the
Year!
Tonite
At: 7:30

.175 years of Personal Experience."

CHRIS KESTNER
352-1308

MARK'S HAPPY HOURS
TONITE 5-9 PM
19 AND OVER WELCOME

DG DG DG DG DG DG DG DG OO DO DG OG
DGDG
Someone's got a brand new pearl
Mike McCkwn s caught up In a whtrt
Congratulations Cathy Ferko on your recent
pearling LITB. Your DG Sisters
DG OG DG DG DG DG DG DG DG OG DG DG
DGDG
0*d you know? Abortion can damage the cervi
cal muscle and severely scar the uterus to
make future pregnancies impossible
DRV DOCK NEWS
This Sat. April 27th Dry Dock will be open lor
the last time (al leasl lor tfhs year) To celebrate
we are having our annual Close Out Bash.
Come (oin the tun. along with games and danc.ng 9-1 am are the hours tor this fun-filed evening Take those study breaks al the Dock See
ya Saturday1
DZ DZ DZ DZ Oeita Zeta DZ DZ DZ DZ
Way to go officers on getting those reports m
on time' The whole chapter >s doing great
i Keep <t up DZees'
Love • The Exec Board

F| • Ff ■ np •

Rmgo
Keep dreaming • and wake me up when the
purple nightmare is over"
-Mindy
FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND
Purple Passion Reigns on the Island'
FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND
FIJI ISLAND 1B91
THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS

FIJI ISLAND 1991
The natives are restless1
FIJI ISLAND 1991
The natives are restless'
FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND
Purple Passion Reigns on the Island
FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND
Get ready to PITCH those tents"'
The lun starts at midnight"1
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Si
(U repair) Delinquent tax property
Repossissions Vour area (t| 805 962-8O00
Ext GH 9849 lor current repo list
Happily married couple, who can offer a good
loving home, want to adopt a white infant Medical expenses paid Confidential Write to P O

Tuxedo Rental * Dry Cleaning Services
Jeans'N Things
531 Ridge St 352-8333
We need 2 roommates lor Fal 91 -92 Fox Run
Apts If you are interested call 353-8265

MARKS HAPPY HOURS
TONITE 5-9 PM
1 9 AND OVER WELCOME

WFAL Presents
ALL WINNERS WEEKEND)!
Every hour. WFAL la giving you.
The Chance To Win.
CD's, Cassettes. Pizza Coupon*.
Movie Pasaes. etc.
Juat call In at 372-2418
Friday, April 26th at 0 pm through
Sunday April 28th at Midnight.
WFAL Cable 14 680 AM

MARK S HAPPY HOURS
TONITE 5-9 PM
19 AND OVER WELCOME
MUD PLAYERS AND FANS
Due to circumstances beyond control, the 3rd
Annual Mud Volleyball Tournament was postponed until this weekend (27 & 28) The teams
are SH pumped and actually grateful for the
extra week ol practice U A A is certain the
event w* go down this weekend, and wil be the
best Tourney in UAA history We II see YOU at
CotegePark

WHAT IS A CHALLENGE?
It's when the Men's Soccer team takes on the
Men's Basketbal team in a very daty game of
voaeybaft Come out and walch the action at
1 30 on Sunday at College Park May the best
teem win"'

Needed Any commute' from Sandusky area lor
summer to carpool M-Th Cal Deb at (419)
625 3270orOCMB/6627
OMICRON 0ELTA KAPPA
OFFICER ELECTIONS
wiH be held on Thursday. April 25 m 1 lOBAat
8 30 AJ members are encouraged to run lor an
office1
Phi S^ * Phi S*j * Pm S-g " Phi Sig
Andrea.
Congratulations on your lavafcermg to Scott1
When's the wedding'
Loveya.
Heather
Phi Sig ' Phi S»g * Phi S*g " Phi Sig
Sharon

FIJI ISLAND 1S01
THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS

Thurs April25
Union Oval Parking Lot
Wl be closed at Midnight
until Saturday Night

Kevin may slight you
But campus will not forget
all you've done.
Thank you Linda Schnetzer
USG Vice President.

You are now 21
Tonight wil be a blast
Make it a night to remember
or not to remember'
We love you'
Renee. Krnta. Beth
Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would kke to congratulate Beth Carter on her recent lavafcenng to
Sigma Chi Jam* Green from Ohio Wesleyan'
Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa
Jamesier & Rooster
Thanks a lot lor cheering me up on Sunday You
gait are the best1
Sigma Kappa Love.
K .■■■,,. i
Sons of Beluahl
Excellence in Drinking
Welcomes our new drinking brother
TheBigH
Onnking Board
President NUT
V P SACCO
We're on a mission to dnnk

YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET!!!

WANTED
1 female sublease* nedded for next Fas and/or
Soring Very close 10 campus Please call
372-1893
1 Male roommate needed for Fas '01 Close lo
campus, rent negot Can Man st 364-8797 for
tfiformelion
t male roommate wanted lor 91-92 school
year University Visage. $700 plus eiectnc per
semester Can 372-5733
t male, female roommate needed lo snare a 2
bedroom apt on Cleveland's weststde cal
Brian at 353 6536
i Roommate to share two bedroom apt lor
summer Cal HicR 372-5001
1 Sublease 2 bdr apt for Summer Negotiable
rent Call Scon 352 7592
1 lo 6 people lo rent 4 bd house lor summer
Great locations with many advantages Cal
372-1220
1991 Summer sublease needed University
Vatoge 2 or more people Air Condition Greet
Location Cal Rob or Joe 353-6660
2 Bdr apt tor summer sublease Off ot Napoleon $300 per mo 353-5635 Ray or leave
message
2 rmtes needed for summer Close to campus
Own room possaXe $100' month Cal Amy or
Mo 372 3991 353 7407
3 lemales lor summer. Fox Run $150.mo
Also tor Fal a Spr Cal Kristen 353-8038
Female needed lor 91-92 at Fox Run An.
WD EVERYTHING1 Only SISO'mo CaH Amy
or Chna 354-5886

Bo. .■ t >, J yy.-rti)" W V .'t.i:t..'

HeyZebeatll
Graduation Ritual is tonight Be at the house at
9.00 pm and know the song

Spring In to Spring
w>th Mary Kay Cosmetics
Call Pam 352-4915

ISLAND
Mmdy.
It's finaty here the night you've been waiting
lor Tonight is only a small TASTE of what's
•head

SUBLEASE OUR PARTY PAD'"
THIS SUMMER
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS ON RIDGE ST
CALL NOW" 354-7787

continued on p. 12

************
■ft

TIRED

!"£ SPECIAL OFFER
x
S

OF

30S» 30

ROOMMATE
HASSLES?

with this coupon - offer expires May 1.1991
DELTA ZETA DELTA ZETA
OO DEE ZEE INTRAMURALSI'
THINK ALL SPORTS"
DELTA ZETA DELTA ZETA

DOWI.ING C.III.LN • J>\ n.l

SPIRITUAL
COUNSELOR

DG Congratulation a DG
Dab Durkln and Beth Seals
on you Osniy internships
Ginger Rolll
Mew HMS President
Tltf any Wise
BGSU Cneerleader
DO Congratulation a DG

inn net-Mil ii iirtiii MtMi

lrjj?W!

autna evtns, Ito.

■•Includes 1 page phototypesettlng
■»Fine paper - Quality printing
■•Quick Service
■►Convenient Downtown Location
111 South Main 352-5762

TRY A ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
OR AN
EFFICIENCY

HAPPY HOURS
AT
at
POE ROAD
MARK'S PIZZA PUB
^APARTMENTS*.
TONIGHT S - 9PM
#215 E. Poe Road ^
Sponsored by College Democrats t4 Call 352-0717 %*
and College Republicans
■H

***********

THE BG NEWS

Thursday. April 25, 1991

Classifieds
Summer subleaser needed Nice 2 bdr apt
own bdrm sir conditioned $250 tor whole
summer Cal Chns at 372-4027 Leave mes-

continuedfromp.il

sage
Female needed to sublease 2 bdrm apt to*
91 -92 school year Close to campus For more
nfofmattoncalTonoaat 352 8172
Female non-smolung roommate tor large house
close to campus Own room, summer only Call

354 2692
Female rmtes needed lor 91-92 school year
Close lo campus $150. mo plus util Call
372-1687
Female roommate needed (or summer Own
bedroom own bathroom $375 tor entire summar Cal 353-9639

Two lemales looking for 2 bedroom apt tor Fan
semester 1991 onty CaH Melissa 354-4878
Two or more to sublease apt lor Summer '91 at
University Village S300 mo Cal Carne or Nicole at 354-8856
Two to lour people needed to take over year
lease at University VKage starting 8/91 Cal
Nicole or Came at 354 BBSf
Wanted summer sub-leaser House located on
comer ol E Merry ft Thurstm Ask lor Terrl or
Krtstte at 353-5092

Female Summer sublease* needed lor Fox Rundishwasher, microwave, washer dryer, cal
Kim 353-9399

HELP WANTED

Heading to Seattle on May 10? Rde ottered

Cal3525600
NANNIES NEEDED

I need 1 roommate lor 1
bedroom apt tor 91-92 yr
CasJennie 354-7091 Nee apt1

Great Opportunity For
Women Who Love Children
Live-In Chedcara$200 plus/week ft room/board
Paid Vacations
Health Insurance
1 Year Placements Must Relocate

Needed SuWeaser/s lor the summer Available
immediately R«n' negotiable Call Douglas or
Krystte evenings at 352-4377
Roommate needed tor Summer 2 bedroom
sot $ 100/mo. own room Cal Dan 354-6462
(or into.

The Perfect Nanny. Ltd.
1- (800) 802-2691

Sublease our 2 bdr apt 803 5th St 1 yr lease
starting August 9' Call 354-3996
Subleaser needed lor summer ol ASAP
bdrtn apt Close to campus 354 6589

2

Subleaser lor Summer 1 bedroom apt close
to campus w'free sir conditioning Rent negotiable Cal 354 8584
Sublessors for Summer '01
Great House at cheap rent
Phone353 4949
Summer Sublessor needed 2 bdrm apt Unrv
Courts Cal Robyn or Deena 372 4466
Summer sub-leaser needed Male or female
Furnished 2 bedroom w 1 i. 2 bath apartment
10 share w/2 females Cal 2-6107 (Answering machine}
^^^^
Summer sublessors needed lor fumohed
house one block from campus on S Coiieje
Up to 4 people needed Rent negotiable CaU
354 5082
Summer Sub-Lease needed 2 Bed . furnished.
doe* to campus Rent negotiable 354-4929

$1000 00 SCHOLARSHIP. TUITION ASSISTANCE, SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. GRADUATE AND LAW DEGREE PROGRAMS available
to minority Freshmen through Seniors Starting
salary ol $26,500 alter graduation For more
information and an application cal the US. Marine Officer Selection Office at
1-800-675-4341
Accepting Applications
Summer Openings
Vector Marketing has partime'fulrtime openings Positions throughtout the entire country
Excelent resume experience Co-ope available
$7 25 starting pay Interview now. start sfter
finals cal 382-1060
AIR a WATER QUALITY INDOORS
SECURE GROWTH INDUSTRY
Outstanding industrial, commercial, residential
and agricultural indoor air and water purifiers
Unlimited income potential FuH or part-time
1 216-9260860

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, coed, summer camp in Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lotukan PO
Bos 234BG. Kenaworth. NJ 07033 (908)
276-0998
Attractive, high energy, honest women needed
lor summer employment, must be wVing to
travel
For more information cal soon
691 9381
Child care needed for two older children lour
days a week 8 30 am 5 30 pm Haskms area
Call after 6 pm 623 1844
Dance instructors needed for tap. |az2. balet

Cal 352 5565

Part time secretary Flexible hour* Skilled <n
typing, word processing. A reception Present
through summer & next year Avial ■nrrtediatty
Send resume to Secretary. PO Box 90* BG
Summer Jobs'

Immediate position for child care specialist for
1 7 mo ok) child 4 days per week Mon. Tues.
Thurs, ft Fri temporary position W* possibly
become permanent position Send inquiries to
1098 N Main St Alumni Branch Mgr BG. OH
43402

FOR RENT

Lifeguards, registration clerks, etc Cal now'
1 800 344-9644 Jetystone Camp Resort 10
mine from Sea World. Aurora. Ohio (sorry, no
hying accomodationa avadabte )

Vary close lo campus
FREE water and sewer

FOR SALE
79 Ford pick-up truck Only 63.000 miles
S1100 or best otter Large vinyl couch Good
cortd $25 Recfcner - good cortd $25 Cal
Dave at 353 5496

NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our only office 328 S. Main 352-5620

1987 535 Yamahe Virago
Excesent condition Asking $ 1200 (neg) ContSCt Kim at 352 5157

MODELS
2 years to Adult
No experience necessary
Selecting new faces for promotion to local and
major advertisers Presentations at 5 OR 7 pm
sharp on Monday. April 29th at Hobday Inn
French Quarter. 1-75 Exit 193. Perrysburg.
Ohio Minors must be with legal guardian. Highlite Modeling. NYC. and Scranton. PA (717)
346 3166

6 loot boa. very tame Musi sal $295 or best
otter Cal after 6 00 pm and leave message at
353 9211

NEWLOVE RENTALS
326 S. Main (our ONLY office)

SKI A WORK IN COLORADO NEXT WINTER'

EARTH DAY T-SHIRTS are available L and XL.
white with logo on front and back Cash and
checks accepted * room 124 Hayes Hal All
shirts $9 00

1988 Dodge Daylona Shelby Z-Turbo. low
mlaage. excellent condrtton. many options,
must sell $7000or offer 354-9718 evenings
A weekends

Akai compact disc player
leave message

FOR SALE LOFT. U A . Sturdy. Stained.
$60 000 6 0 Call Stacy 372-4974

2 females needed to sublease Piedmont Apt
Lease from May • Aug Rent includes electric
Negotiable For more information call Sarah at
354 8473

Need non-smoking female to sublease apt for
summer close to campus Rent is $125 per
month, only pey electric Call Jodi at
353-3294 Can leave message,
NEEDED: 1-4 people to sublease 2 bdrm apt
during summer Great location Price very negotiable Cal 352-3913. ask for Cms or Blake

Need to fly home lo COLORADO May 10th?
Buy my airline ticket cheap For more info cal
Diane 354 5433

3 bedroom house for rent 3 person 12 month
lease Available August 352-7454.

One ft Two BR fum apts 9 ft 12 mo and summer leases avail S ft V Rentals 500 Lehman
Inert to bus station) 352-7454

$35

Ask for Shawn

5 bedroom house, great location - first house
behind Mark's Sublease for summer Negotiable 354-5660

One bedroom upstairs apt in house Unfurnished, two blocks from campus Cal 354-1679
after 5 30 pm

704 5th St

Quiet. 1 story apts 1 A 2 bedroom avslsbie
Good rates Cal 353-7600. after 5 00pm

2 bedroom, completely fum
Microwave. ACS laundry faol
2. 3. 4 person rates
352-3445
Hours 9 - 9. local owner

RE MANAGEMENT
11 3 Railroad St
now open
SUNDAYS 10-2
for your convenience
For more mfo on Fal and Summer rentals Cal

A few good tennants needed
Ml Vemon Apartments. 802 6th St
2 Bed. Furnished. Dishwashers. Paid Utilities
Cal Gary at 353 7934

Ready to settle down in quieter surroundings?
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom untum heat ft AC
paid 352-3446

A large 2 bdrm turn duplex with own yard 4
central air for Summer sublease New carpet
$106 25 per month Cal anytime 354-7587

Seniors ft Grade
803-81 5 8th St
Only a few left for Summer ft Fill
2 bdrm . gas heat. AC. spacious

352-9302

UniGraphics

Carty Rentals • 2 bdrm apts tor 2.3,4 or 5
students For Fall or Summer. Also rooms avari Very near campus New Rales Available!
Call 353-0325

is in need of a proofreader

CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELING!
Summer Apts
at
Super Rales'
RE MANAGEMENT
113Ra*oad
352-S302

for Fall Semester 1991.
Applicants must have at
least a 3.0 GPA and a

HAVEN'T FOUND
THAT 'RIOHT"
PLACE YET?
Check out RE Management
Wa have eft. 1 ft 2
bdrm units
aval for Fal 1991
Bring m this ad ft get
1100.00 off
your first mos rant on
any new fall lease signed
between 4/16/91 ft 4/30/91
one coupon per lease
HE MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD ST.

letter of recommendation
from an English, Technical
Writing, or Journalism
professor. Apply at Student
Employment, 460 Student
Services Buildiny.

♦ Messages to and from graduating seniors
♦ Say good luck, good bye
♦ Reminisce about old times
♦ Last chance for words unspoken

2 BDRM APTSFURN ft UNFURN
NeerHarhsman Free neat & cable TV
9 1 2 or Summer ten Rate Info sheets
avail front desk Best Western Fslcon
Plaza Motel (across from Harshman)

2 kj turn apts 1 year lease Limit ot 2 parsons
per apt Avail Fal Cal 353-6982 ft leave mes-

• • •

A Special personals section
of The BG News classifieds in the last
regular edition Friday, May 3.

Large efficiency close to campus 443 N Enterprise Apt C $285 mo . 12 mo lease Cal
Carte 1433-4474

Cal

IBM Correcting Selectnc II. very nice
353 6692

PROOFER
KNEADED

Senior Farewells

HAVE OWN SUMMER PLACE ■ LARGE EFFICIENCY 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
C $ 1 50 MO AC CALL GARY 354-6588 OR
353-7462 LEAVE MESSAGE

Need an apt for summer or fal?
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS I
Furnished or unfurnished apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
6t354-2260or319E Wooster
(across from Taco Bel)
to pick up our hating ft speak
with our tnendry staff

352-5620

$40 3533562

Beater car for sale Doesn't look great, but II
runs ft don't sel by graduation. Mnliunk it New
brakes, stereo, good tires 352-4687 Leave a
messago

Single loft lor sale
353 7994

Here's to the
Class
of
1991

Have a group of 3?
Why pay tor 4?
Ask about our speoal
rates for 3 people'
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our ONLY office'.
328 S Main. 352-5620

1986 Honda Shadow 500. mini, low mass
Musi sel $2.000 372 4838

1988 Lincoln Continental Loaded, power
windows, locks, cruise conlrol. AfC. stereo
BestOfer CaHMike 354-7575

Crested Butte Mountain Resort is coming to do
recruiting for our student employee program
$500 scholarship. $5'hour. a free unlimited ski
pass, housing, and much more' Various positions are avertable For more information please
attend our informational presentation held at
6 00 pm on Thurs April 25th in the Town Room
of the University Union or contact our sponsor
University Placement Services 372-2356 We
are an E 0 E

Cute 1 bdrm apt close to campus 443 N En
terpnse Apt A $340/mo 12 mo lease Cal
Canaan 433 4474

0 ft G RENTALS Close to Campus
234 1/2 S College 2 BR upper rear apt
Newly remodeled kitchen Stove ft refng Max
occupancy 2 people Plenty ol parking No
pets Available May 1991
12 mo lease
$395 00/mo Ph 287-4255or 287-3233

9112 month or year leases
Private parking
Laundry facilities
See the profess mngmi team at

309 HIGH STREET
2 bedroom, furnished
apartments
Very close lo campus
FREE gas heat, wafer ft sewer
9 1/2 month ft year leases
Private parking
Laundry facilities
Prices for groups ol 3 or 4
Sea the professional management team at

Marketing/Sales Positions
Whtch would you choose?
$7 25 vs $4 25
flexible hrs vs 9-5
no exper necessary vs 2 yrs exper
training provided vs no training
poa atmos vs can't wart to leave
It you would kke to work tor a company that has
the qualities on the lolt call 362-1060

Apartment through summer, no deposit Move
in now. 362-7070

Oft G Rentals
NICEST APTS m BG
4 units left 650 Scott Hamlton
2 bets, from campus Modem, furnished. 2 BR
units, new carpeting, laundry tacit. AC . reser
ved perking Max 4 pars /unit No pets 9 mo
lease $650 00/mo.
12 mo. lease
$595 00/mo
Phone 287-4255 or
287 3233

507 E MERRY
2 bedroom, furnished
apartments

WORKERS NEEDED IN KUWAIT
WE HAVE EMPLOYER INFO
FOR LIST SEND $9 99 TO
MS M ENTERPRISES
PO BOX 252 CAREY. OHO 43316

EASY WORK' EXCELLENT PAY< ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME CALL FOR INFORMATION 504 641 8003 EXT 5972
Help wanted for cleaning and odd robs for
apartments for 1 -2 weeks or longer Starting
week ol May 11 Call 353 0325 or 352-7365

SOFA BED FOR SALE GOOD CONDITION
$30 00
CALL 352 3931

9 1 '2 ft 12 mo leases
Laundry, private parking
JAY-MAR APTS.

354-6036
Specious one-bedroom apt for summer sublease $336'mo negotiable 352-4204

STOPI
Why rent an apartment whan
you can rent a contemporary
TOWNHOUSE
starting at S3 55
Heal included
353-7715
The all new VARSITY SQUARE
SUMMER RENTALS very dose to campus Apt
A Houses Inexpensive
Carty Rentals
352 7365
Two badroom furnished apartment free HBO
Newlove Rentals 352-5620. 724 6th St
UNIVERSITY COURTS
1 ft 2 Bdrm Apts ' 12 month leases
Cal 352*164

352-0302

Entropy
|HAWA4
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